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ana avenue last spring. Shot
body
dragged into alley and robbed.
Saloonkeeper in Park Row killed
about two mom ha ago and robbed.
Mrs. Connors, killed at St. Joseph,
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The man who claims this almost un
Albany, X. Y., Oct. li. Despite the
believable record is a Chicago prod-Ipiotest of Governor Sulzer's counsel,
uct. He 'does not know his real name
a motion by attorneys
for the as-- !
OWN
and the first he remembers he was in
board of managers to permit.
iemlly
the home for the friendless, located
l.cin lo reopen their case and
within a block of the scene of his arfurther testimony was allowed
SHOCKING
STORY, SURPASSING EVEN
rest last night. He has spent half of
by Presiding Judge Ciillen this after-- !
his thirty-twyears in the state peniThe new testimony was ex
HEROD'S HORRORS, MAY BE
HARRY SPENCER, CONFESSED MUR- tentiary at Joilet.
AMMUNITION SMUGGLERS noou.
He was sentenced YOUNG WOMAN ART STUDENT CF
RUMORS OF WASHOUTS DELAYING
j cted to be brief.
twice for robberies and was returned
VEALLD WHEN FRANCISCO RIVERA
LURED
CHICAGO
TO
PRAIRIE
ARE UP AGAINST
A new unreported
SEVERE IN- conDERER OF MRS. REXROAT, TELLS twice following violation of
CALIFORNIA
WITH DON
LIMITED,
campaign
paroles.
He is short, weighs about
Y (IR10STE IS BROUGHT
145
BEFORE
AND
OF CITY
SOUTH
STRAN
OF SCORE OF MURDERS HE HAS
JUAN
ITIAA5 MAT lAUt
RIANO
ARE
DENIED
O I KUu HUrlO.
ABOARD,
impeachment trial of Governor Sulzer
pounds, wears glasses and has the
JUSTICE SENA.
GLED BY A SILKEN CORD ABOUT
OF
ARE
apperance of a clerk, whose life has
COMMITTED.-PQLINEGRAS
POSSESSION
PIECRAS
BY SANTA FE RAILROAD
j!
known little excitement. He has been
HER NECK.
iSI'inn bills for his employer, Allan A.
VERY SOON.
a worshipper at the prayer meetings
LS-REACH
LAMY 8:25 P. M.
of the Immanuel Baptist church and
Ryan, a son of Thos, F. Ryan, last Oc- BABE, 18 MONTHS OLD
Icber.
attended the wedding of its pastor's
HAD 10 BRUISES REBELS REPORT THAT
Allan A. Ryan testified at the Im- - SPEECH BYllPLOMAT
IS A "DOPE" FIEND-STORdaughter three nights before he ac- HAD ALWAYS LIVED
companied Mrs. Rexroat down a
SINALOA HAS FALLEN,'"''18 i'df""" that Sulzer requested!
AN EXEMPLARY LIFE
MAY BE UNTRUE railroad track near Wayne and killed
TOMORROW MORNING
'
her.
Charged with the murder of Filiburhim to go to Washington and ask
to
The proceeds of Spencer's crimes
old boy, Fran-- !
Rivera his
Root to use his influence to get
Kl Paso, Texas, Oct. fi.
Hard
William Ilarnes to attempt to induce
6. A
111., Oct.
brown Cisco Rivera y Crioste is in the city
Chicago, Oct. fi. While the police have amounted to more than $10,000
Chicago,
The
that the California
in federal court is predicted for Republican senators of the impeach- Limited reports
are satisfied that Harry Spencer is in the last year, according to his con- leather satchel thought to have be- jail where he faced a reporter of the
was indefinitely late owing to
He
in
has
the
fession.
New
Mexican
ruuners
this
border
money
and
ammunition
spent
to
ment
court
hold
long
of
to
that
the
Miss
Ida
morning
the
murders
that
Impeachbesides
a washout were emphatically denied
many
guilty
Leegson,
longed
sculp
street district, tor,
have nothing feling as a result of the charges deliv ment proceedings were invalid.
ot Mrs. Mildred Allison Rexroat, they the Twenty-seconwho was murdered here Saturday enough to exclaim:
this afternoon by Santa Fe railroad
ered to the I'nited States grand jury
were forced to the conclusion today where he said he has been a big spend- night or Sunday morning, was found to say about this matter."
Allan A. Ryan, a son of Thos. F. officials, who said they had a tele- er
in
cafes.
the
S.
T.
this
K.
a
warC.
bj
Maxey
morning.
The fact that mystery clouds he
Judge
game
that his statement that he murdered
llrochmier,
a gram stating that the crack train
today by
Ryan, was questioned concerning
"1 killed Mrs. Rexroat because she
The judge Instructed the jury to telephone conversation which he said would reach Lainy on time.
den.
death of the babe, and that it is
twenty persons is an exaggeration.
to
was
of
out
a
make
sucker
trying
fird
it
indictments
found
that
where
lie had with Governor Sulzer in which
three other little
The bag, slit from end to end, was rumored two
Spencer is addicted to the opium me," he said. "She told me I was reThis means that His Excellency,
near the scene of the crime. brothers of the dead child died of anjI'fi'8ons Had been engaged in tralhc in jne
)le referred the governor to Don Juan Hiano, minister of Spain to
habit, a symptom of which is a weird
for her condition and how found
sponsible
ot
or
on
arms
this side
Mr. McGlone.
Some
and grotesque imagination.
unknown cause, one after the other, i'mmunition
the United States, will arrive at Lamy
she needed $300. We intended Its contents were disturbed, after
'
ne. regardless ot whether they
years ago the po,lice had occasion to badly east to be married but I decid- which the murderer threw It into the and all in infancy, lead many to beMr. Ryan was temporarily excused at 8:23 and reach Santa Fe on thu
going
r
attempted to take the articles land 1. V. McGlone was called to the special "stub" train at 9:30 p. m.
investigate his conduct and learned ed right then to put her out of the bushes. There remained lu the satch- lieve that a
may be
that while In the prison at .Toilet on way and save all that trouble. I didn't el only a pair of stockings and a piece vealed Thursday when I'rioste faces across Hie river into .Mexico, it the witness stand. He said he had been He will be the guest of honor at the
a charge of larceny the prison authori- murder her for
Burgical soap. A watch, two rings a hearing in the police court of Jus-- "intent" to smuggle was apparent.
private secretary to Thos. K Ryan for banquet to be given by the city and
the ring. I took it of
At the spring term of court, Judge twelve years.
ties hud regarded him as mentally deand a pocket book, which she carried tice Nicholas Sena, on the Canyon
the chamber of commerce at the De
because it was there."
just
Maxey instructed the grand jury to infective and from time to time confined
He said he talked with Governor Vargas hotel. It will begin at 10:30
Ten of Spencer's v ictims were wom with her when she left her rooms, road.
to Sulzer in October. 1912.
were missing.
him in the infirmary. He told his en.
An inquest was held Saturday and dict only where actual attempts
p. m. and if the speeches prove to be
fellow prisoners of having committed
The authorities are struck with the the jurors brought in a verdict that "'bki cuum u p.ueu. ma su
,.j W(nt tQ Slllzp..s offlcp - sai(1 Mr long, it will probably last until the
gave further details of the
Spencer
of
tne
collrt
states
P"fenw
l,nited
several murders.
the babe was killed by ill treatment at
McGlone.
"He
l fact that Miss Leegson, like Mrs. Alli
about his cam-th- wee small hours In the morning.
murder of Policeman Devlne and
vfrsed hi,n "n(1 llls chl"se today was JaiKn. , mk to spoke
After he was released from the penwas lured by a telephone
hands of his father.
The attendance at the banquet will
in August, 1912, at West Congress
Jlin 80mnthills abom
'
the
visresult.
call to the spot where she was mur
Alive at 4 p. m. Friday.
itentiary he came lo Chicago and
the campaign. I said there was no be large, it. is said, and the efforts to
street and South Ashland avenue.
ited detective readquarters where he
From investigations made today it1 At tnft Iast ,prm ot co,irt. Judge question about his election. He said, sell ticketB have met with great suc
"I had a 'pal' named Murphy, and dered.
said he wanted to "live square" and we were on a back porch of a house
charged the trial jury to acquit ,10, there was not, but he wanted to cess in this city and in other cities
Marshal Michael Kerr, of the subur- appears that the babe was alive and
asked to be assisted to employment. down there preparing to enter the ban village of Argo, after closely ex- p)aying in the yard of the Urioste B've, al defendants
with make a personal campaign. I said the of the. state.
charged
on the ground that the organization
Tie told Frank Slienessy, secretary to place,"
said
ought to supply the mon- Mayor Names Committee.
Spencer.
"Murphy amining the ground said he believed heme on College street at 4 p. m. Fri- f,'mSBliS
'United States had failed to show that ey lor his campaign. lie said no, he
Chief of Detectives Halpin, that he knocked over a tub and we hid In a that the attack was made by two per- day when the little fellow's
Mayor Celso Lopez named a com
AVPre smuggling tne ammunition
had committed several murders.
,ney
needed
enm-thfor
certain
his
old
sons.
came
Then
of
the police came
sister
The satchel and the piece
home. At
money
o'clock
yard nearby.
mittee of five Santa Feans to repreidentified him today and said and Murphy and I emptied our revol silk fishline with which the woman
mother entered the house, asked f",""i 'n their possession. The United paign through the state. He said he sent the city, extending "the keys" to
I
that at the time of Spencer's visit in vers at them and ran."
I
told him
was garroted form the most import- where the child was and is said tol1'"18 "I'peaieu me case ana tne sti-- . needed some money.
the minister of Spain. On the comsearch of employment he considered
The prisoner told the police of kill- ant clews discovered since the finding have been told by the father that the .lueiiiK vvuri ueciareu judge Aiaxey in could not give it to mm without con- - mittee are I'nited States
Senator
error.
the man mentally unsound.
to
new
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with
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two
told Thomas B. Catron,
hake Delavan, Wis., of the body.
charge
ing
grand suiting
girls
babe was "sleeping."
somebody elpe.
County Clerk
Delavan
him
from
I'd
resulted.
do
Detroit,
He
that and that I'd give it to
last October.
said he shot one and
Dispatches
It appears that this was true
Oct.
still
A. Ortiz, Paul A. F. Walter,
Chicago.
sleep- jury today,
Mystery
him when he got back from his cam-- j
Lake, Wis., and Goshen, N. Y today killed the other by hitting her on the shrouds the murder of Miss Ida (J. ing the sleep of the dead.
former Mayor Arthur Seligman and
I
further shook official faith in the con- head with a hammer. He said both
to
on
Pledras Negras.
paign trip.
Advancing
spoke
somebody else Col. Jose D. Sena. Mr. Sena went to
A Horrible Night.
Leegson, an art student, who was
fession. Investigation at these points, bodies were thrown in the lake.
Piedras Negras, Mcx., Oct. (J. Ad- about it and we agreed to give hiin
lured by a telephone call to the
It is said that when the mother reAlbuquerque this morning to meet the
a
while not absolutely disproving Spenof
sllm
money, which we did alter
Spencer said he robbed nearly evsouthwest of the city Satttr- tired to bed she made the awful dis vices received from Allende say that
visitor and ride up to
distinguished
ue
cer's statements, indicated that there ery room in the leading hotels at. De- prairie
Kt back. He said he wanted Santa Fe with him.
and strangled with a silken cord. cevery that her baby's face was cold General Maas, the federal commander.
day
were
was little likelihood that they
lavan Lake before committing the After her identification little has beer, and
has forced his way through the const!- - $7,500 or as much as he could get."
peering Into the open eyes saw
The program for tonight was printRvan was then recalled and
true.
murders and fleeing.
to indicate a motive for the the message of death written therein. tctionalists line at Peyotes and that
found
ed in the New Mexican
Saturday
will
be necessary, the
Some time
a
to
conversation
the
questioned
federals
regarding
take
"One of the two women I killed at crime.
expect
possession
Horrified at the ghastly discovery, it
llp 1,a(1 with Governor Sulzer a week with the exception of the menu which
of
police say, before the truth in Spen- Delavan Lake was a school teacher
this
the
rebel
within
city,
capital,
Hurried investigation
has shown if, said, she was afraid to make an
"le convening of the court of is as follows:
cer's story can be sifted.
from Oskaloosa, Iowa, and the other
that she led an exemplary life, outcry lest she, too, meet the same a few hours. The report was not con- bpfort'
Soup
He said that he had
"Some of his stories are probably was the wife of the auditor of the only
impeachment.
refmreM
but
another
rush
of
fumed,
had no men callers nt any of the fate. It, is stated by several who
Cream of Chicken
seen
the
at
alone
New
his
governor
fiction," said Captain Halpin today, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railto
the
American
side.
Eagle
places where she resided, and she is know the family that the mother began
Sliced Tomatoes
' e. k uu.ee. lie maae certain requests
"but on the whole I believe he is al- road at Minneapolis," said Spencer.
not tfhought to havu
any spent the horribjJsht in the agony Pass. Texas, authorities nronmtlv ps.
Celery
.Salted. Alinona.
tlB
llle'"
witness
in
most as groat n criminal as he claims
began,
relatmg"I guess they were there on a vaca large amount of money. possessed
a
tablished
against!"
inf fpni mi1 ounn iha Tiovf rfnv mnlo
rigid quarantine
the
me
to
"he
asked
t: be."
conversation,
go
tion. I got acquainted with them.
'
Miss Leegson was a graduate of the no outcry. Hut the grand mother of
to Washington and see Senator Root Fillet of Sole vin Wane
The wonvu Spencer said he murder They both had jewelry and money.
or Chicago, a sculpture pu- - the baby, Maria Antonio de Garcia, me ivie.MCHii siue.
i
Philadelphia Broilers
for him."
ed near the county hospital was told them of an exclusive dance that pilniversity
of I.orado Taft and a student at
to keep the awful secret and
Julienne Potatoes
Herrick
and
Masai
Judge
Attorney
shown by police records to have been was supposed to be held and they the art institute. Her murder marked refused
Sinaloa Reported Taken.
it iB said she told Colonel Jose
I).
of the governor's counsel made slren-- :
Marlborough Salad.
Annabell Wright, who was wanted to go. I took one around one the end of a
Mrs.
long,
Douglas, Ariz., Oct. fi. Messages nous objections.
German Asparagus on Toast
struggle to Sena, who lives on College street, a
beaten on the head, last June, robbed side of the lake and shot her, and the make her way as pitiful
a sculptor.
Her Ktory which led him to send for Police dated at Hermosillo, capital of Sonora,
French Peas
"What did lie say to you on the subof $30 and two diamond
rings, and other I killed with a hammer and studies at the
stated today that the city of Sinaloa,
Charlotte Russe Ice Cream
University of Chicago Justice Nicolas Sena,
of his impeachment trial?''
ject
who succumbed to her injuries June pushed her body off a high pier."
were to tit her for work by which
which General Iturhe attacked with
Assorted French Pastry
He told me." said thA witnpRH "if
Empanels Jury,
Two other victims were added to she could earn
IS, last.
to complete
constitutionalists
c'lleRSe
enough
a 2niiii
troops two
Sena
Water Wafers
at
once
Justice
inveswas subpoenaed before the commit-Rwis- s
empaneled
their
in
his
The police today began
jl
'amplified her art education. For several winSpencer's long list
victorious
had
The
fallen.
Demi tasse
Without resistance frioste sub days ago,
Cigars
Jury
tee, not to pay any attention to the
tigation of the almost unparalleled confession when he told of having ters she taught school, returning to!mUle(1
Chocolate Eclairs
to
at t)lp llllIld8 of the c( nstitutionalists entered the city yes- subpoena."
confession last night of Henry Spen- murdered a man and woman at Fox the
to
resume
in
at
the
work
art
city
Diplomat to Speak.
Acting City Marshal J. A. Martinez, terday. The dispatch give no details.
"The Frawley committee?" asked
cer that he is the murderer of more Lake, 111., in September, 1911.
stitute. Only a few hours before she and was taken to jail. The jurors
Just before the band concert, which
Mr. Stanchfield.
"I was working at Round Lake, 111.,
than 20 persons. Possessing evidence
to
was lured
her death she answered viewed the body of the baby and Dr.
No Loan To Rebels.
"He said no one had a right to sub- will occur Tuesday morning In front
to support his admission that he killed and a man and woman got off a train an advertisement
calling for a domes- J. A. Rolls was sent for to make a
of the De Vargas hotel at 10 o'clock,
D. C. Oct. fi. Officers poena me."
the there by mistake. They wanted to go
Mrs.
Mildred
Washington,
tic and stated that she was not op post mortem.
s
ot the constitutionalist junta here deHis Excellency Don Juan Rlano y
answer
The
was
out.
stricken
dancing instructor, on September 25, to Fox Lake. I quit my job and got a
to kitchen work. Later Satur
will deliver a short address
The jury brought iu the following clare no loan has been negotiated by
"He
the authorities are convinced that horse and buggy and drove to Fox posed
to
also
said
he
the
trial
wanted
day afternoon a man who gave the report:
Governor Carrnnza, their chief, but be declared illegal," the witness con- - wUlcn wlU be or surpassing Interest to
they will in a short time confirm Spen- Lake with them. Then I took them name
of Wilson phoned the residence
are pending. tined, "and that he hoped it would be n the citizens of Santa Fe. This is
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. 4, 191 S.
der's guilt as to many, if not all, the around and showed them the country.
say four proposals
Miss Leegson lived and asked
of,('asi,"i whln every person can
"We, the members of the coroner's Their version of a report that Car- held that the assembly in extraor-!aOne day I took the man out and kill- where
crimes of his crimson career.
to take a position as nurse in a
afford 10 be Prpsent-peacorder of the jus rnnza has proclaimed a provisional dinary session, had no right to
After his arrest last night for the ed him. I told the woman her hus- her
empaneled
by
jury,
to
for government at. Hermosillo is that a
tice of the peace of Precinct No.
Kexroat murder, which was made at band had gone to Round Lake for the maternity case. She was directed
him.
to
me
He
to
asked
go
go to Western avenue and walk to an the
the home of a woman who had noti- day and then I took her out in n boat address
purpose of examining the body of semi provisional government has been Washington
DYNAMITE D. 8c.
four miles west.
fied the police of his coming, detec- and killed her and threw her body in
Filiberto Rivera, a child of about one formed to administer the affairs of
muniivv uujeuiion uy Mr. iterriCK
The body was found three miles
tives went to Spencer's rodm where the water."
Such a
and a half, after having heard the states
R. G. BRIDGE COAL
year
answer.
the
stopped
west of the street intersection in a
evidence of the witnesses as to, eminent, they delcare Is Identical
they found the rattan suitcase which
Spencer talked further of the kill"Didn't you have a talk with Gov-- i
to
PRICES
of
bushes.
The
address
the tango teacher had taken with her ing of two men a number of years ago clump
the time and place of the child's death with that formed by the late President etnor Sulzer in reference to securing
on her fatal trip to Wayne, Ills.
on the shore of Lake Michigan, near which she had ben directed does not and having heard the evidence of Dr. Madero when he was leading the re- - srme one to influence the action
of' Trinidad.
exist.
Colo., Oct. 6. Report of
By morning Spencer had asserted zion City, 111.
James A. Rolls, having found 18 dis-- j volt against Porfirio Diaz.
ti is court?"
Game wardens followed a trail of tinctive wounds
that he had sent the following to their
or bruises in the body
xsieaemeyer. the street car bandit,
he could be stopped bv an the dynamiting of a D. & R. G.
liefore
torn
to
the spot where her
clothing
and I killed the pair on the way to
graves:
have come to the conthe witness answered "Yes." road bridse btweH" Munson and the
18 Mexican Airmen
half nude body was lying. On her (of said child,it is our
One of two fanners, shot near Zion Zion City,' 'the prisoner said.
the
and
verdict
that
elusion
eon versa tin.." anM 4f.'Pryor mine in Huerfano county was
that
"State
Oct.
C
N.
New
V.,
York,
Eighteen
"It was not long before Niedemeyer neck were finger marks and encircl death of the said infant Filiberto III- received here today. The explosion
City, Illinois, in the spring of 1903.
,1
itnrnov
st
m.i,
orrio.i
fii
aiw
..j.1.
young
it
was
a thin blue line which was
was hung but I cannot remember the Ing
Obtained $560.
a natural death, but that ntre on tl)pil. way to Mexico after four had ruled that the witness might an- '
not
was
vera
made by a piece of cord nearby,
Devine and date.
was torn out and the bridge set on
Policeman Timothy
the said child came to his death duo months of diligent practice in avia- - swer.
A force from Pryor was rushed
lire.
Charles Pennell, shot in August, 1912, . "The two men came to Chicago and
received tion in the school of the French army
and owing to
'He aBked me to go to Washington."
when they surprised Spencer and a wanted to go to Zion City. Niede- NEW TARIFF IN
the
from the hands of his father, Fran at Versailles and will start for Mex- Ryan replied, 't'o see Senator Root to the scene and extinguished
man named Murphy breaking into a meyer started with them and killed
fire. The bridge was not put out of
Cisco Rivera y Urioste.
to
and
of
the
see
him
to
Win.
aerial
the
ico
form
Barnes
request
corps
City
and robbed them on the way. We
service and trains are going over it
house.
EFFECT, DOWN
"Signed:
federal army. The party was treated and get him to endeavor to have ReFannie Thompson, body found
placed their bodies on planks and
today.
"NICOLAS
vesGO
THE
SENA,
to
PRICES
of
as
their
vote
members
this
to an unexpected surprise
publican
body
That the dynamiting was done by
nary 1, 1908, gagged and bound in bed shoved them in the lake."
"Justice of the Peace.
sel came into the harbor
yesterday that this court had no right to try strikers was the declaration of
One Murder Unverified.
in a Michigan avenue rooming house.
"ALBERT
GARCIA,
to
him
afternoon when a hydro aeroplane
New York, Oct.
impeach him."
Robbed of diamonds worth $1200.
Dave Farr of Huerfano
According to
Oskaloosa, Iowa, Oct. 6. Investiga- "MARCOS RAEL,
The testimony created
Sf nsaiion rn1ll1t
Vii
passed over the steamer.
Former wife, at Walkerville, Ont. tion here today disclosed the fact that reports current in the financial dist- ninmttip jirtrl tin Invpatica
"JUAN
JOSE
SALAZAR,
The Mexican airmen have great in uie conn room ann a niirneu
Beaten to death and body burned. She no school teacher or any other per- - rict independent steel and iron manu-seNo guards are
is bej,lg madp.
"JOE ERWIN,
of the light icrence 01 i.overnor tttnzers counsel iPmployed at Pryor
faith in the efficiency
was a New York widow, name forfrom here, had been killed at facturers are quoting further reduc
Independent
"RAFAEL GOMEZ,
French monoplane as a destructive rouowea.
ney tnen asKea tnat tne rnnprtv
gotten.
Lake Delavan, Wis., last October or at tions in prices of manufactures pro
"JOSE D. SENA."
Former wife, first name, Nellie, near any other time as stated by Henry
agent. The machines which they use conversation be stricken out. This reuuwra m uus inaiKei aim
lu
Mine guards that yesterday frustrat-- !
Bitten and Beaten.
in Mexico have all been purchased in quest Judge Cullen granted.
Ft. Montgomery, N. Y. Beaten to Spencer, held in Chicago for the Rex-ieed a planned Invasion of Sopris by
England. A cut of $2 a ton in
In discussing the post mortem Dr. Fiance.
The court sustained Judge Cullen.
steel plates and sheet steel was re-death in woods. Robbed of $300 and roat murder.
are on duty at that camp
(strikers,
t
diamonds worth $800.
but report no attempt has been
ported today and other reductions are Rolls said this morning that the child
today,
May Have Killed McChesney.
had IS bruises on the body and 12 NONE OF THAW'S RIGHTS
CHINESE BANDITS ALSO
Former maid to Helen Gould.
made to enter the camp to reach the
b
in onnniuxinn isaid to be In contemnlation.
in
'i, !
HOLD THREE WHITE WOMEN force of men at work.
VIOLATED BY DEPORTATION.
Aged man in Washington Park last with Soencer's statement that he kill
Coal Goes Up.
spring. Shot and body thrown in la- ed a man under the south side elevat- - States Steel Corporation has not de- of the fresh bruises looked like bites
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. None of
of Uarrv
K Thaw'n treatv rlirbts as an
Peking, China, Oct. fi. A message
Denver, Colo., Oct. 6. An increase
goon. Got $200 in cash.
ed railroad structure,
the records viated from its recent schedule, nor dene by sharp teeth, and yet none
Two girls at Delavan Lake, Wis., in show that Emmett McChesney
were violated when dated October ;! was received today of practically $1 a ton on all grades of
was I'm8 " "n any way intimated any them seemed sufficient to have caused American
June. Killed with hammer and bodies slain there September 12, 1911.
change of policy in this repsect. Price death. "The. heart, ' the lungs, the Canudian immi gration authorities for- - from Siang Yang Fu in the province coal was put into effect by local deal
thrown in lake.
reductions have been more or less stomach, the spinal chord an wereiclDlj. ,iPporte( nm a few w eeks ago. of Hu Peh, from Rev. Christian Stok- ers today,
No Auditor's Wife Missing.
Woman in house near Cook county
for several weeks, but the en- normal," continued the physician, Tha't was tne ruline today of Solicitor jstad and Rev. Johnson, the two Amer-- I
general
6.
Officials
Oct.
Minneapolis, Minn.,
'and I am not able to say just what;j08eph w Folk ot tne state depart lean missionaries trying to negotiate RAISE SHEEP TO OFFSET
hospital. Used hammer and burned of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St.
m'B ew rarln ,aw 13 D('1,ev' caused
!a,llm'
death." The doctor added that ;ment.
with the Chinese bandits for the re- clothes. Got $140 afld rings.
SHORTAGE
OF CATTLE
,u
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SEEKING NEWS FROM CHINA.
indicated a desire for immediate cur Mining company, was shot and serist Louis, Oct. 6. Baltimore and LIQUORS MAY NOT BE
drainage canal and recovered May 29, a former maid of Miss Helen Gould Ohio westbound passenger train num- ap- tously wounded by a copper striker
Washington, D. C, Oct. 6. In re- SERVED AFTER MIDNIGHT. rency legislation and contained
1913.
uameu reiue in me wuuus
her j. New York to St. Lous, rani Denver, Oct. fi. The state supreme proval of the main features of the bill while on his way to work today. He; spouse to anxious inquiries as to the
missionaries in
Unknown man and wife killed at. Fort Montgomery about six years ago. into the rear end of a
freight train court today decided that hotels and ,88 pending. Many letters are today was stopped at North Kearsarge by safety of American near Tsao
Fox Lake, Ills. In September 1911, and Xo body has been found anywhere which was
district
Yang,
restaurants must conform to the mid- from bankers who did not wish to be ten strikers and asked for his union
a
at
taking
siding
vig-ebodies thrown in lake.
near Fort Montgomery. However, the
111., 25 miles east of here to- night and Sunday closing
law, and quoted. Mr. Wilson reiterated his con- card. He said he had none and start-- ! China, the state department today
Unknown man who brushed against
to run. One of the strikers fired, orously sought detailed information
even with meals, fidence of signing the bill during the
None of the passengers
serve
not
was
liquors,
day.
him at
street and Indi- from the danger zone.
Wilkins fell a,nd the strikers fled.
present session of congress.
(Continued or page S).
hurt The engineer was killed.
during the prescribed hours.
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WRONG and needs HELP
It may be that your liver is tired and refuses to work, or your
digestive organs have had too much to do and need care. Perhaps
you have bet.i eating th wror.g kind of fivul, and your blood is too
rich or impoverished. What you need is a tonlo
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Golden Medical Discovery

will give the required aid. Tones the entire system. The weak stomach is
made strong. The liver vibratos with now life. The blood is cleansed of ail

a

WHICH

WAS DESTROYED

DURING

SEATTLE

RIOT WAS SUBSTANCE OF RESOLUTION!

aa

-S- ENATOR

POINDEXTER

IS THE

IS INTERESTED.

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
aa
a

results accomplished.
"We are naturally elated over get-t'.ng the bill introduced in the senate
s readily and solely on the merits of
cur case," he said. "I feel that our
main difficulty would be in Retting the
facts of the Seattle riots known to
congress, and when upon my arrival
fi.und Senator Poindexter inviting me
to call and lay (he truth open to him,
I was
surprised and gratified," lie continued.
"If we succeed as well before the
senate committee I feel that they will
recommend the immediate passage' of
the bill a3 an emergency measure."
Mr noners also called on Secretary
he Navy )anjeis and had a frank
0,with him about the matter. The
secietarv admits frankly that the mat- tpl. las (.aused him much regret and!
concern. He has under consideration!
Mr
Rogers' request for a supple- mental report recommending to con- gress the immediate payment of the
damage claims. Mr. Rogers also saw
President Wilson who has taken the
matter up with the secretary of the

1
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FINDER OF

$700,000

PEARL NECKLACE

FOR FEDERATION

COULDN'T TRADE IT FOR A GLASS

THIRD ANNUAL

OF BEER.

TION

be-tl,-

i

Workman Picks Up Pearls in Gutter.
Thinking Them Marbles, but Scot-- i
land Yard Detectives Tell Him He
Has Helped Solve England's Big-- j
gest Jewel Robbery.
Special Correspondence
Uindon, Oct. (i. A $7DO,immi pearl
necklace found in a match box in a
London gutter!
And offered for a
drink! And it wouldn't buy just one
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THE GOD OF CARPENTERS.

P She looks

younger every d
since laKmg
W
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CONTAIN

NO HABIT
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FORMING DRUGS

"DO YOU KNOW

Backache,
eak Back,

Kidneys
and
U

im

U L1P

adder.

!

V

For

Bit wl

IB

that there are more women uf fer

ing from kidney trouble than men?
And more than that, so many of the women who come to me
thinking they have female trouble are in reality suffering from
kidney trouble; and when I give them medicine for the kidneys
and bladder, they are soon cured."
A doctor in a big flourishing city made these remarks re
cently, and the truth of them will strike home to many a woman
who has mistaken her symptoms of kidney trouble for those oi
female weakness. Weariness, loss of strength and vitality, pain
in back and hips, dull headaches, heavy feeling and weakness,
lines of pain in face, all show kidney trouble, and the prompt
use of FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS will give a relief that comes
surprisingly quick. Positive and permanent help, and a return
to natural conditions follow their use. Color improves, lines go
out of the face, step is light and movements are free, ea.y and
natural. TAKE FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS and feel again the joy
of health, strength and vitality. They cost little, they do great
good, are an honest reliable medicine that contain no harmtul
drugs. Try them now.

The Capital Pharmacy,

Santa Fe,

N, M.

i
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By Clilson Gardner.)
Washington, ). ('., O t. ti. "I have
introduced the bill to compensate the
Stcialists of Seattle for the destrue- tion of their property because I
aa Insist on getting Dr. Pierce's
lieve the claim to be a just one," said
President. World's Dispensary
Golden Medical Discovery.
a
Senator Miles l'oindexter to your cor-- :
Medical Association. Buffalo. N. Y.
Sold by dealers in medicines.
respondent today.
a
TI
I II
Senator Poindexter's bill provides
R aaBaaBaBBaaiBBaaaaEBsaBunBH!
of
percertain
for the reimbursement
1..
A
X
V
sons and organizations for damage to
and destruction of their property in
SAFETY IN NAMES AND
POLICEMAN AND
THE REALLY SAFEST NAME. the city of Seattle in a riot led and
actively participated in by sailors and
BURGLAR PLUNGE
They say there is safety in numbers, marines of the I'nited States navy. navy.
DOWN CHIMNEY but that possibly there was safety in The bill carries a total appropriation Upon completing his work here,
names also, is a new idea. Hugh Wil- oi $3881.80.
Rogers left for a short lecture trip in
The matter was brought to the sen- - New York and New England and he
Philadelphia, Oct. G, A desperate liams, chairman of the state corporastruggle between an alleged burglar tion commission, contends that he has ator's attention by Bruce Rogers, who will then return to Seattle, lecturing
and a policeman occurred last ulght the safest name in the business and made a special trip to Washington to en route.
night In a dark room of an empty hi proof thereof, he handed the New present the claim to congress on be-- ;
house in the southern section of this Mexican the following clipping:
Three quarters of a million acres of
half of the Seattle Socialists whose
There may be nothing in a name, property was destroyed.
city after a chase over the roof tops
public lands were restored to entry
and down a chimney. The supposed but if you wish to possess what might
"The important thing about this last month. These restorations were
hurglar was finally beaten into sub- be termed a really safe cognomen, call esse is the supremacy of the law," tased upon recommendations made by
mission with a blackjack, but not until yourself Hugh Williams. Here are said the senator. "The worst thing the V. S. geological survey as a result
after the policeman had been badly reasons for this choice culled from
can jiappen to any country is for of its classification work in the
cut about the hands and arms with
which can be relied on as injustice to prevail. If destruction of ern states. The only area withdrawn
a knife.
one of 2:15 acres in California,
trustworthy.
property is to be winked at and con-- was
Residents of the neighborhood had
In the year 1;G4, on December 5, an doned ln the case of this mob, of temporarily reserved from entry
telephoned to the police station that
ship, the Menai, was capsiz- rLurse it will lead to retaliation, and cause of its possibilities for developthey heard footsteps on the roof, and ed in a gale while crossing the the qujck regult will be a reign of vio- - Ing water power. The largest restora-StraitPoliceman Lyford was sent to invest!
There were 81 passengers i,.nCe and the loss of everything that tion was in Montana, where r23,7-lgate. Climbing to the roof he saw a onboard. Only one was saved. He Le have gained in the slow and ncres were restored lo public entry as
negro attempting to break open a was Hueh Williams.
tuHnn. r,.oBa nf bnlldlne nn a Deace-- the result of coal classifications com- In addition, restorations
of
trapdoor on a nearby house. The
'able
On the same day In 1785, a pleasure
system of settling differences, pleted.
coal land involving 214,712 acres were
negro started to run across the tops schooner was wrecked on the isle of whether political or otherwise.
of the houses, and when the policeman
"I have carefully examined the doc- riade in Colorado, New Mexico, North
Man. There were 60 persons on board,
shot at him he plunged down an open
one Hugh Williams and his uments ln the case," continued the Dakota, Utah and Wyoming.
including
chimney. Lyford went after him,
AI'Gl'STl'S HORN'. WHO COl'LD.YT TRADE $liW,0'JO WORTH OK
this three score, old Hugh senator, "and I am convinced that
both men falling through an open fire- family. Of
KOR ONE DRINK.
PEARLS
of
loss
the
suffered
claimants
the
wreck.
these
survived
Williams
only
place, "0 feet below. Covered with
Again, on August 5,1820, a picnicking their property at the hands of a mob
lite purchase,
lie saw the necklace
its finder.
drink
soot the men rolled over the floor,
for
rutty, mostly children under 12 years in which sailors and marines of the
each trying to gain the mastery. r.f
"Well," said Augustus Horn, work in the hands of Grizzard, whom
run down hv a coal liar Be navv were active participants. If the
were
nre
New York, Oct. 6. Heavy plunging man, the finder of the lost jewels of
introduced as a friend, and he
Lyford drew a blackjack and the negro on the Thames. Little
Hugh Williams, United States cannot find moans to on the short side uncovered a num- - fabulous value, "I though! they were ucught two of the pearls for $20,0f0.
a knife.
from
Bailors
and
marines
Liverkeep its
her of soft stocks hi today's market, only marbles."
The sale of the rest of the necklace
After the negro had been arrested, aged five years, a visitor from
was the only survivor of the 25 Itnt attacks on the property of
for $140,000 was being negotiated with
Closing out of margin accounts was
a bag containing a large quantity of
locked
are
"marbles"
the
up
Today
and happy picnickers who left! able private citizens, the government a considerable factor in the wide- in
silverware was discovered on the roof.
the strongest safe in Scotland Yard. Gutwirth when the police suddenly
should stand responsible for their ac- - spread break on the prices. Bear tradtheir homes so gaily in the morning.
And
1he humble workman who found nabbed him and four of his friends.
Finally, on August 19, 1889, a Leeds tion. Opinions may differ as to the ers operated with boldness. Stocks them may share in the $30,000 reward
They hoped to find the necklace in
USED SHROUD FOR
coal barge, with nine men as crew, causes of the outrage and as to who came out in abundance from all quarwhich was offered for their recovery. the possession of the men. But they
foundered. Two of them, both named had the principal hand in Inciting this ters and there was much liquidation,
WEDDING DRESS Hugh Williams, an uncle and nephew, mob to violence, hut that the violence although it was conceded that short And all London is excited about the found nothing.
The case remained as big a mystery
were rescued by some fishermen. They did occur and that the damage was selling made up the bulk of the offer- story a story as wildly improbable as ever.
as the wildest detective tale ever imto
unexnot
done
is
the
Tariff
Balitmore, Oct. 6. After being pro- were the only men of that
ings.
uncertainties,
question."
open
actually
Then, one morning, recently. Augusnounced incurable by a score or more crew who lived to tell of the calamity.
The senator said that the fact that pectedly poor bank statement, trade agined.
was back in July that a Paris tus Horn, piano back maker, left his
It
of physicians of the first rank and
and
unsettlement
railroad
So!
decreasing
be
These incidents may
merely sing-- the people who suffered loss are
in family of four in their two little upsold the pearls,
operated nine times, each time with ular or extraordinary
coincidences, cialists has nothing to do with the earnings played a part in fostering jeweler
all, to Max Mayer, a London
jewel stairs rooms In the north of London
of
chances
bearish sentiment.
fewer
supposedly
recovery, but they are true. Possibly, then, case.
Miss Sophie M. Koerth, of this city, there
While Steel was subjected to the broker. They constituted the moHt and started to work as usual.
may be something in a name.
..The qiIPgtion of the political
In the gutter of St. Paul's road lie
most conspicuous pressure, weakness perfect and precious necklace in the
was married to Jeremiah J. Railshach
all.
has
8Ufrered
loss
wll0
ot
tno8e
liefsj
noticed a small brown paper packet.
was shown in Union Pacific, Canadian world.
in the dress which she made four
he
nothing to do with the matter,"
On July 13 the Paris jeweler mailed He picked it up, opened it, and found
Pacific, St. Paul and the copper and
years ago with her own hands for her
CITY STREETS PAVED WITH GOLD. 'said. "Their political opinions are, coal groups. Steel was especially af- them in a simple package addressed over fifty heads of various sizes
shroud.
own
C. Wilson, ilike thelr religious beliefs! their
fected by reduction in prices of steel to Mayer. The next day Mayer receiv "marbles," he called them and laughFour months ago the last and most
Coquille, Ore., Oct. 6.- -.T.
alr. The single fact that counts is products and talk of foreign competi- ed the packet, opened it and found a ingly offered to trade them with a
daring of the operations was perform- a miner, has discovered that the
few lumps of sugar nothing more!
companion for the price of a mug of
streets of this town are paved with tllat thev are entitled to protection tion.
ed.
Scotland Yard detectives were daz- - ale.
Bonds were easy.
Her case is well known among ab- rock that will yield 36.40 to the ton!f fe iberty an1 Property under the
But the offer was refused and Horn
headway upward was made ed by the mystery of the theft. They
dominal experts. At one hospital she In eold. The statement of the miner constitution. For that reason I think. More
Should compensate Jale ... the day when it becam au. formed an alliance with several clever (examined his find later.
In- - rpnnrti frr.ni
unanv that Congress
hegged to be operated on, but the una vprifinrl
excited
A few moments later an
'them for the damage which was
tIlat the immediate liquidation diamond brokers, and the month-lonsurgeons infused, declaring the oper- office in Virginia City. Nev.
In
fiicted upon them."
man startled the police officials
.
'had been concluded. Recoveries of detective battle in the dark began.
ation would mean death.
it was jewel dealer pitted against Scotland Yard. He asserted that he
half a point or more were general,
Work for the New Mexican.
It li
Bruce Rogers, the man who
New Mexican Want Ads always
for you, for Santa Fe andjed the ease to congress and the navy with Union Pacific making a con jewel dealer, with pearls worth more; had found the lost pearl necklace:
than half a million for the stake.
They were more astonished than
tba new state.
.
department, is well satisfied with the siderable advance.
tring results. Try It
Samuel ever when they examined the pearls
Finally, late in August,
Brandstatter, one of the Paris jewel-- . he showed and found his assertion was
ers in alliance with the l,ondon po- - true.
Todav. with the pearls and the
lice, got into touch with Leisir Gut- thieves in his hands, the police
an Australian diamond
are as much at sea as ever as to how-i- t
chant, resident in London.
all happened.
Gutwirth said he had an enormous
The mystery' of the disanneafhnce
ly valuable necklace in his possession
which had fallen into his hands "in and recovery of the JOOO.OOO pearl
a very artistic manner, and wlncli necklace remains one of the strangest
II
lie was anxious to sell.
and most baffling in all the history-r- eal
or Imaginary of Scotland Yard.
Brandstatter began negotiations for
impurities and carries renewed health to every vein and nerve and muscle and
organ or the body. No more attacks ot
the "blues." Life becomes worth while
again, and hope takes place of despair.

ARRIVING

DELEGATES

Do the carpenters of America know land on this occasion teach Lu Pang's
there is a god of carpenters?
"trade union" way to do things! They
These two Chinese carpenters in ngulate the price of labor and the arthe photograph know there's such a ucies tney manufacture ana woe ue- tide the man who during the year enThey recently worked for Europeans suing breaks the rule!
It would be futile for the carpenters
at Shanghai and got big pay, but suddenly they recollected that the god of themselves to imagine they can do
Lo Pang lias
carpenters, Lu Pang, would not he aught by themselves-o- ld
pleased that they gave their talents to to preside over the proceedings, and
is pelased with the guard of them
foreign devils. So they quit and set
up for themselves in the primitive all during the coming year! Every
man joins In the prayer that his ewid
fashion you see in the picture.
for aii
Lu Pang is the strange individual offices will be propitiatory
who is now worshipped as the patron good!
d'vinity of all who use the saw or the
chisel in China. He is known to tradi- MLITANT LEADER OF
tion to every carpenter in the land. He
SUFFRAGETTES IS ARRESTED,
himself, a native of the mysterious
Ixmdon, Oct. (!. The militant suf-kingdom or Lu the present province fragettes were deprived of one of their
of Shantung was no mean workman, leaders, Miss Annie Kenney, who was
He used the tools of his trade with a! arrested on the platform of a London
dexterity which passed understanding, niusic hall In the course of a meeting
and he had a head for patenting. today to mark the re commencement
Therefore, the Chinese have made him of hostilities.
Miss Kenney was released from
a god, ranking high in national rever-er.ee.
prison after a "hunger strike" two
People who use the chisel or the ivonths ago. She was undergoing a
saw, each class by itself, now meets term of 18 months imprisonment for
every year at a stated time to worship conspiracy.
this patron deity.
The arrest today brought a scene of
They, of course, make a feast of it wild excitement in the crowded hall.

SESSION

MORNING-RECEP-

EVENING

OF

THE FEDERAOPENS

CLUBS

WOMEN'S

TO-

TION

MANY

DELEGATES

BE HERE.

The third annual Federation of Women's clubs will convene in Santa Fa
Tuesday afternoon, October 7th, and
the delegates are arriving on today's
trains.
Members of the Woman's Board of.
Trade and the Santa Fe Woman'
club may secure badges for the con-- I
vention at the public library.
The convention opens Tuesday
evening, 8 o'clock, at the governor's
Palace. An address of welcome for
the state will be given by Governor
McDonald; for the city, by Mr. Rene- ban, president of the city council; for
the woman's board of trade, Mrs. Ar- hur Seligman, president; for the San- It;,
f ',.!.
niii!,ii'a ntiiti Mre T,
lins, president. Response will be made)
by Mrs. Nutter of Clovis; then the
address of the president of the federation. Mrs. Fugate of Las Vegas.
At 9 o'clock the same evening an informal reception will bo tendered the
delegates by the local clubs. All members of the local clubs, their husbands
and escorts cordially invited to be
present.
The following have announced their
intention of attending the convention:
Ada Bittner,
Albuquerque Mrs.
Mrs. Ada Pierce Winn.
Artesia Mrs. M. A. Corbin, Mrs. K.
B. Kemp, Mrs. J. D. Atwood.
Carlsbad Mrs. Shannon, Mrs.
i

f

Clovis
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, Mrs. Her
bert Brown, Mrs. J. T. Stalker.
Iteming Mrs. J. G. Moir, Mrs. S. D.
Swope, Mrs. R. C. Hoffman.
Estancia Mrs. Constant, Mrs. Fred
Rosseau, Mrs. Garnett, .Miss Parkell.
Las Cruces Mrs. Bundy.
Las Vegas Dr. Alice Rice, Mrs.
York. Mrs. Lucas, Mrs. Cunningham,
Mrs. Gortner, Mrs. W. J. Fugate, Mrs.
F. L. Myers, Mrs. C'has. Spiess, Mrs.
Roy Prentice.
Mountainair Mrs. Lucy Cowgills,
Mrs. G. V. Hanlon.
Orchard Park Mrs. D. M. Brower.
Raton Mrs. J. J. Shuler.
Itoswell Mrs. C. E. Mason, Mrs.
Anna Hagerman, Mrs. Kathryn Ray,
Mrs. C. F. Joyce, Mrs. W. A. Johnson.
San Marcial Mrs. Wr. M. Mundis,
.Mrs. W. J. Lank, Mrs. R. N. Ames,
Mrs. W. J. Ewing.
Silver City Mrs. T. B. White, Mrs.
J. R. Kinyon, Mrs. Jackson Agee, Mrs.
F. P. Jones, Mrs. E. A. Woodhull, Mrs.
Robert Bouhvare, Mrs. Clyde Blood-goo-

Santa Rosa Mrs. J. II. Hicks.
Springer Mrs. Esther Oakes, Mrs.
Leila Taylor.
Tucumcari Mrs. L. K. Sherwood.
Wagon Mound Miss Lena Fenton.
A number of others whose names
have not yet been given to the local
committee will probably be present.

FERGUSSON ASKS
PUBLIC LAND
FOR GOOD ROADS

The latest good roads idea Is furnished by Congressman H. B. Fergus- son, who in House Bill No. 8659, asks
a grant of public land for a number of
the western states the proceeds from
which will be used to construct, repair and maintain public highways.
The bill has been referred to the committee on public lands. The text of
the proposed measure Is as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House ot Representatives of the United States of America ln Congress assembled. That there is hereby granted and conveyed to each of the states
'. f Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Montana,
New Mexico, Nevada Utah and Wyoming two hundred and fifty thousand
acres of unreserved, nonmineral, survived public lands, the proceeds of the
sr.les of which shall be used solely for
the purpose of constructing, repairing
and maintaining public wagon roads.
Sec. 2. That said lands shall be selected under the authority and direc- t'on of the state land board cf each
ft ate that has such a board, and under the authority and direction of the
governors of the states which have no
land board, within the period of one
year after the passage of this act, and
may be designated and selected under
the supervision of the secretary of the
interior from any lands in the state of
the character described in section one
hereof. The secretary of the interior
is hereby authorized and directed to.
issue fulled States patent to the said
slates as soon as the selection or
designation thereof has been certified
to his office by the governor of each
cluto tlia ftdatlrnnHnn tn hfl mnrta hv
j
,' gubdivigions ot the puMte.iand
,rvevg
, That the lands herein grant- ( tl shall be sold, after issuance of pat-- t
nt by the proper authority of each of
the said states, at public auction, after
,,,, .,
,h. .nvprnnr . PB1,h
s)ate may pregcrlb6 and ln 8Uch uniu.
nof exceedlng one section, or six hun-h- e
jdled and forty acres a8 he may pre.
..rihB
in,,ividnl association
or corporation to be permitted to acquire more than 5 per centum of the
total area herein granted.

For quick results, a
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Today's Games.
At
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OVER
ALL

IN

NEW
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FROM ALL

THE COUNTRY RESERVED SEATS

of 1914.

THIS YEAR PLAYERS

GONE.-AFT-

1913.

the National Baseball commission this
afternoon.
So far as is known, all of the player-- I
writers made their contracts prior to
af- September 27, so none would be
In other
ftcted by today's ruling.
base-- !
words, the ban against playing
ball and reporting It at the same time
will not be enforced until the season

WORLDS'S SERIES WILL

FANS

6,

r:

New
Subscribe for the Santa
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuildThis, tho ing of our naw Statn.
New York, N. Y Oct.
day before the opening of the world's
Bd'ies baseball games in New York,
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
fcund the vanguard of fans pouring
into the city on every train.
National League.
Baseball writers from far and neat
trooped Tnto the city for their annual
At Chicago
1
6 1 meeting this afternoon. There was the
Pittsburgh
n
3 0 I'tual talk that speculators had securChicago
ed a choice allotment of reserved
and
O'Toole,
Kelly;
Cooper
Kafora,
'abel, Stack and Bresnahan, Har-- ! seats. The casual fan who arrived
WEBSTER
leday found all the S000 reserved seats THE MERRIAM
vrove.
disposed of and nothing left for him
At St. Louis
The Only New unabridged dic0 to do but get in line at the
1 .8
polo
"incinnati
tionary in many years.
1
4 l0
::t Louis
giounds early tomorrow morning, Contains the pith and essence
Harmon, when the 30,000 unreserved seats will
llowan and Blackburn;
of an authoritative library.
Doak and Wingo.
be thrown open.
Covers every field of knowlIt was said that it was doubtful
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
American League.
single book.
whether Snodgrass, the Giants
who
is suffering with a The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
At Detroit
"Charley horse" would be able to take
4
27CO Pages.
8 15
400,000 Words.
Chicago
part in the series. Doyle' injured
1
9 15
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
(Detroit
shoulder is in good shape and he will
half a million dollars.
Scott, Lathrop and Easterly; Com- he in the opening game. If Snodgrass
Let us tell you about thij most
stock, Williams and Stanage.
does not play, it is probable that
remarkable single volume.
At Cleveland (First game).
Shafer will be in his place in the field
Write for sample
St. Louis
;..9 18 3 and Herzog will go to third base.
4 16 4
pages, full parCleveland
or
No
may
baseball
manager
player
ticulars, etc
Blanding and O'Neil; Leverenz, Tay- - write for the newspapers after the
ITame this
lor, Weilman and Agnew.
world's series, but those with
r.iesent
paper and
Second game
with
contracts
we will
newspapers signed
4 6 2
Cleveland
send free
ahead
to
27
go
may
September
prior
3
2
5
Louis
ISt.
a set cf
this year.
with
their
writing
and
Brown
and
James
Carisch;
Pocket
This was the decision reached by
Maps
Cleveland-Pittsb-

urg

KAY

0 2 3
Nationals
1
3 11
Cleveland Americans
Adams, Hendrix and Gibson, Simon;
Falkenberg and Carisch.

NOT WRITE FOR NEWSPAPERS.
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WEBSTER'S;
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

cente-flelde-

j

OVERALL

"GIANTS FOR MINE
O

As the

home-mi- l

FRANK BAKER,
hitter of Trappe, Md., looked to Mon Randa.ll.

VuiSi

Orvie Over-

Portland, Ore., Oct.
all, the big pitcher of the San Fran-cisc- o
club, who is perhaps as well
qualified to tell as any player on the
(i.

(l

coast, picks the New York Giants to
win the world's series.
"The Giants are the hardest club in
baseball to beat," says Overall. "No
matter how badly they are. routed one
day, they will come back harder the
series last
next. The Red
year shows that. It is well known
in the east that the Giants have more
fighting blood than the Athletics. The
Mackmen are easily beaten when
1
things are not breaking their way.
the greatest
consider Mathewson
pitcher on either staff. Marquard,
Tesreau and Demaree are more to be
Bender Plank,
relied upon than
Shawkey and Houck. A team that
showed the Boston club how to hit
ought not to fear a staff like the Athletics. They are not heavy hitters,
but they hit iu the pinches."

CHIEF MYERS, RANOALL155ED,
The first string catcher of the Giants looking pleasant.

!
ORVIE OVERALL.

HAD BACK IN THE

'80 'S,

WHO WAS FASTEST PLAYER
FAMOUS EVANGELIST,
TO LAND CHAMPIONSHIP, COMPARES 1913 LINE-UING COMMENT.

Rl'BE

OIJ3RIXG.

1913,

.&C.MerriunCo.

Sprlngiluld, Mum. W

Cardui

FOB SALE

ON

AT ALL DRUGGISTS
F4

"THE PUNCH

"

THEY

SAYS BILLY SUNDAY.
BASEBALL
EVER KNEW, PREDICTING GIANTS
WITH OLD TIMERS AND ADDS SOME FLASH-

SUNDAY,

by the Newspaper

Enterprise Association.)
The world's series will be a great
exhibition of baseball, but it won't be
any more interesting or exciting than
n
the series of the 'SO's between the National! league and American association winners!
They say the game is faster than
CAPT. EDDIE COLLINS,
when I played, but you'll have to show
A speaking likeness of the Athletics' captain, by Randall.
me. They say it is more scientific.
Maybe, but it wasn't quite so roughas the fans think.
In the series this year will be Ba
ker, Collins, Oldring, Mclnnes, Mur:
,
phy, Herzog, Burns, McCormick,
Meyers all great batters, but
how about Brouthers, Thompson, Rog
er Connor, Richardson, Kelley, Ew- ,
ing, Comiskey, Anson, Ryan.
O'Neill,
Stovey, Welch and
Browning?
You read about the speed of Collins,
Snodgrass, Merkle, Mclnnes and HerLatham,
zog. Could they outsprint
Pfeffer, Stovey, Hamilton, and, may
I add, Billy Sunday?
(Editor's Note Sunday is the fast
est man who ever played in the National league. He was timed 100 yards
in 10
seconds, and his race with
Latham was a hollow victory. Sunday was once timed 300 yards in 31
"
seconds, flat).
I have read much of the Bcoring
from second on ah infield out by
ART FLETCHER,
like Ty Cobb and
FRED MERKLE,
STUFFY McIXXES,
FRED SNODGRASS,
run
Giants' first baseman, famous for his McGraw's own work, an infielder of Joe Jackson and of the
Connie Mack's first baseman, by
Giants' Outfielder, Randallized.
RanMcGraw
the
order, through
, bonehead stunts, by Mon Randall.
play as proving baseball is faster
dall's eyes.
We did these things, too, but we
I scored
bad no names for them.
twice from second on Infield outs in
the dangerous contenders, the Pirates to be wholesale changes in the team's
MAJOR LEAGUE
one series. The first time King Kelgot off to a bad start and at no time personnel.
r.n early
SEASON ENDED vere a potent factor in the race. The Athletics this year got race
ley signaled that he'd hit the next ball
and
in the American league
and I started with the pitcher's moWITH SUNDAY Fred Clarke is not likely to rest sat-i- t lead
the finish was an easy one for them.
tion, sliding around the catcher as
some
fled with the team as it is and
the ball was relayed from tlrst, where
Cleveland, the runner up for the
National League.
New York, Oct. 6. Major league changes may be expected by the time greater part of the year, lost its grip
"Kel" had been retired. .
beeins.
i:i the season's
Club
Inter weeks, while
Great speed and perfect timing are
Won Iost Pet.
taseball for 1913 came to a close Sun- another year
The Bostons under George Stallings, Clark Griffith's Washingtons were New York
to score froir second, but
51
.101
.664
tiecessaty
schedules
the
so
as
far
regular
day
fi:?
finished fifth, heading the second bracing and making a strong show- Philadelphia
SS
.5K3 tiily Ihe cleanest flpulin,; ran prevent
sue concerned. While the pennant division. To take a
club and ing. Griffith's ambitions to land a Chicago
88
65
.575 i giod sprinter turning the trick.
races in both league were settled bring it up to this notch in one year flag never were near realization. Pittsburg
71
78
Jake Daubert, Chase and Konetchy
.523
nearly two weeks ago, several Inter- was no small achievement and the There will be few to criticize the Boston
82
69
.457 are the best first , basemen
today.
been
have
contests
for
places
furesting
65
Braves give promise of making
84
.436 but I never saw the man who had a
showing he has made with his team. Brooklyn
iu
each
clubs
on
organizamong
going
89
.418 thing on Captain Anson! I have seen
ther progress in 1914. Brooklyn fin- There seemed to be something lacking Cincinnati
ation.
ished sixth, a notch above last year, at critical times with the Clevelands, St. Louis
.340 him take throws from Ed Williamson,
51' 99
In the National league, Philadel- losing a final week chance to beat ho took third-placas the final
bare handed and, man, how William
American
League.
was
second
to
place
phia's title
Boston. Cincinnati, with Joe standing is computed, the club
out
Club
Lost Pet. son could hop that ball across from
Won
threatseriously questioned. Chicago
Tinker at the helm, had to be satisfied
invariably slumping when the Philadelphia
96
57
.627 the short field! As for fielding, how
ened at one time, but the Phillies, de- with seventh position. The Reds, Athletics did and thus losing many 'Washington
64
90
.584 much better are these chaps than
won
spite a bad week at the end,
86
66
(Cleveland
start, like Pittsburgh, was a poor one, chances to forge ahead of them.
.566 Charlie Comiskey?
enough games to hold themselves safe. though they played far better ball
71
Boston
79
.527
What pitcher today Is better than
Chicago finishes in third place with later in tbe season. St. Louis last
74
78
.513 John Clarkson, the only man who ever
It will not pay you to waste your Chicago
a good margin over Pittsburgh In by nearly 100 points, never got going time wrting out your legal forms .Detroit
87
.431 threw an overhand raise ball than
66
fourth place. The Cubs under Evers veil at all, and played worse instead vi hen you can get them
94
.377 McCormick, than Tim Keefe, with his
57
already print- New York
than
many
a
beter showing
made
cf better as the season progressed. ed at the New Mexican Printing
.373 marvelous change of pace ;than Mick
96
St. Louis
57
and
their
aggressive Miller Huggins, It would seem, is
csltics expected,
ey Welch, than Radbourne, or Amos
material
r
has good
Western League.
likely to have a hard time making
Rusie, the greatest of them all? WTien
lor next year.
his team a factor In next year's race
Club
New Mexican Want Ada a!wayt
Won Lost Pet. Amos was right his fast ball looked
Denver
Generally picked to be up among unless, as has been hinted, there are bring result. Trj 1L
104
63
.634 like a streak of dust
As Mon Randall saw the
outfielder.

r

The Woman's Tonic

WORLD'S SERIES STARS HAVEN'T ANYTHING

By BILLY

Til

Are You a Woman?

Sox-Gian-

(Copywright,

1

M MURPHY,

Athletic

Mack's

Great young outfielder on
team, Randallized.
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BILLY SUNDAY, PERHAPS NOT SO FLEET AS WHEN HE FIELDED IN THE 'SO'S, NEVERTHELESS WORKS IV HIS GARDEN TODAY
"
7
SPRYLY ENOUGH.
Compare Chief Meyers, Lapp, Wilson and Schang to the greatest back-slo- p
that ever lived "Silver" Flint or
to "Buck" Ewing or Charlie Bennett,

and tell me the answer!
Eddie Collins is a great second baseman, but when I think of Fred Pfef
fer. who forced the rule makers to
write Section 8 of Rule 51, which declares the batter out if he bat an infield fly, with first and second occupied, because of his deadly trapping,
I enjoy a chuckle.
There have been Baker, Bradley,
Collins, Herzog all great third base
men but none of them compared with
Billy Nash or Denny.
Ed Williamson, despite his size and
weight, was the fastest shortstop I
ever saw. His fielding and ability to
throw with terrific speed from any
position was simply marvelous and
be played with bare hands, remember!
And are Barry and Fletcher better
than Jack Glasscock or Herman
Long?
The great batters Cobb, Jackson,
Wagner, Daubert, Lajoie, McDonald.
Speaker what have they on Edward

Delehanty, Sam Thomson, Ed William
son. Tip O'Neill, Mike Tiernan, Captain Anson. Browning. Ewing, Brouthers, Richardson, or the greatest of
them all, Mike Kelley, whose ability
to foul off the ball forced the foul
strike rule?
I' have seen Kelley foul off a dozen
balls at one turn of the bat and drive
Ferguson, of the Phillies, from the
box, saying things you can't print
and Wouldn't 'Want to!
Recently, against Walter Johnson,
the Athletics laid down bunt after
bunt seven, I believe. Johnson got
the first six, but on the seventh went
up in the air tfnd the Athletics took
the tacon it was just the same thing
Kelley did under a different rule.
The only advance I see is the improvement in team work. .We had
signals. The batter tipped the runner and the catcher tipped the baseman when he would throw. The signal system may not have been so
perfect, but It got results.
There are more stars today, but not
greater ones than in the day of the
series between the National league
and the American association.
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BANK

STATES

UNITED

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
iiiitiiiiuiiMiiiitiiniiiintiiiMiiiiiiitMuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiif

iiitiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiintitiiiiii
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

President.

J.

T

t

FOR RENT

B.

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

LAMY,

t.

furnished rooms. for light housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres gooa lano near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
Pric? $11,000.
all can be irrigated.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
BISHOP, PROP.)

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
119 San FrancUco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

L. A. HUGHES,
President.

J. CRICHTON,
Managers Treasurer.

C. L. POLLARD,

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Co
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS

IFOIR,

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthk FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

USTYour

Business Solicited.

?j

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

the city.

A. S. Kirkpatrick of the state engi-- j
neer's office, was in Albuquerque over

AN INDIAN

Trinidad C. de Baou, game warden,
left yesterday for Albuquerque, travel-- !
ing in his auto.
It.
.. Cooper, member of the state
engineer's force, is at Gloriotta today
'on road business.
F. C. Pohik, cashier of the First Na-- i
tional bank of Alamogordo, is in the
,'city for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Joy K. House of To-peka. Kans., are visitors registered at
the I)e Vargas hotel.
A. S. Krookes, adjutant general o(
the state, left yesterday for Chicago
land will tie away about ten days.
Lieutenant Governor 15. ('. de Baca
arrived from Las Vegas last night and
Is registered at the De Vargas hotel,
Marcos C. de Baca, member of the
lower house from Sandoval county, is
in the city today for a short business
trip.
Col. O, W, Prichard left yesterday
for Carrizozo on legal business, and
expects to be gone two weeks or

We Carry

SINCE TEPEE WAS

MILLINERY
White Ostrich Plumes.

THE RED

SNIFFEN, HOW

And we will show you how much you can save. Espe
cially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,a trial Grain
and let

Guaranteed

us show you.

Give us

Pure, Clean aad Wholesome.

THE S4NTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

WILL BE INTERESTED IN OUR FALL AND
WINTER FABRICS AND STYLES JUST RECEIVED FROM DAVIDSON & CO., THE FASHIONABLE TAILORS OF CHICAGO. We recommend this
brand of tailoring because of the maker's ability to please
and satisfy EVERY CUSTOMER where others FAIL.
I

ST.

PHONE

SAYS

SEATTLE TIMES

STUDYING

IS

SCORCHED

BY

FIRE.

MAN.

lire- Seattle, Wash., Oct.
men were injured and $7."i.iiH(I damage
"The Indian's great need today is a was done in a
fire, said to be incen- knowledge of the necessity of pure,
which
the press room of
diary,
gutted
fresh air, now that the tepee is being
the Seattle Times here Sunday. The
replaced by the brick house."
'firemen will recover. The loss is cov-ieieSo said M. K. Sniffen, secretary of
by insurance. The Times issued
the Indian Rights association, with of
today from the presses of the Post
fices in Philadelphia.
,
Mr. Sniffen is registered at the De intelligencer.
The lire according to it stereotype!-.burs- t
Vargas hotel and is spending the day
out in a moment from a locker
visiting the U. S. Indian Industrial
school.
He was met at the hotel by that bad not been opened for twelve
'hours.
A
.Mr.
stilling smoke hampered the
Snyder, of the school's faculty,
firemen and when the flumes
were
and
to
out
school
the
this
driven
j
thought to be under control, an explomorning.
"I have been traveling around a sion of gas injured the eight firemen.
are in a hospital.
Thirty-thre- e
good deal, studying the Indian and his (Six
more.
said Mr. Sniffen. "I visited motors were destroyed and four large
Angus McCiillivray arrived in the needs,"
five tribes in Oklahoma, went over the presses were damaged by water and
city Saturday from his Torrance
steam.
Navajo reservation in Xew Mexico, atsome
retutm
ranch
and
will
county
Mr.
the
tended
dance
with
Hopi
week.
this
day
FUTRELLE DIES
L. A. Rouseau of Estnncia, where lie Hoosevelt. and others in Arizona, travAT ALBUQUERQUE.
is connected with, the Hughes Mer-- l eled over the Apache reservation,
eantile company, left for home yester- - dropped in to see the Pinios of Tucson
and the Indians on the Don Carlos resAlbuquerque, N. M., Oct. li. Wilday, after spending several days in
also went over the Mes-caler- liam V. Futrelle, as years old. owner
ervation.
this city.
reservation and now I am in o." the Orpheum theatre and other
Mrs. Jlary Qnieke,
Mrs. ,(".. S.
Santa Fe where you Jiave a few In-- property, died at l:2H o'clock yesterQuickel, Mrs. E. J. Dunn, Mr. audi riians
going to school.'
day afternoon, at his residence, 5M
Mrs. J. R. White, Mary Louise White,
Mr. Sniffen said that in the old days South Broad way;'
C. S. Quickel, .Mr. and Mrs. N. .1. Mar- - llli. f..rw.n
w
h
fly i.l.f.il
i,.vi,l,. ,.t Mr. Futrelle had been ill for two
tin all of Albuquerque, are registered fre8h
a( wb,ch came , lmm tlle ,)ot. j weeks, but he was believed to be reat the Montezuma.
, ,
an(1 asC(lmleil t0
()VP1. covering when he died.
He was sufFUadelfo Baca, assistant
superin-- ! whic li there was a flap. Hut today the
fering from bladder trouble. Feel- tendent of public instruction, report- Indian to be civilized is given a house ing belter than he had since he
first
ed for duty this morning, after a two anil he does not understand the use of was
compelled to go to bed, two
weeks- vacation. He will leave to-- windows.
These are usually stuffed! weeks ago, Mr. Futrelle arose yesmorrow for Roy, where a district fair up. In cold weather a roaring lire is
afternoon. He fell to the lioor
is to be held. Superintendent A. X.I built and from this highly heated stilt'- - terday
and died as soon as he was put back
JWhite will also attend.
fy atmosphere the Indian walks out in bed.
Miss Flora Akers. daughter of Mr. into the severe cold with disastrous
Funeral services will be held Wed-!and Mrs. J. W. Akers, was on Friday results.
iK sday, but the hour has not yet been
her
with
diploma
"Do you think Indians are the only decided upon. Burial will be In Fair-- ,
jafternon presented
as a graduate of Prof. Walter Norton's ones who need to learn
i
something view cemetery.
seven speedy short hand system about ventilation?" was asked.
Colat
the
Santa Fe Business
taught
Mr. Sniffen laughed, thinking
no JOHNSON AND
doubt of the many stuffy houses and
CAN TEAM IS DEFEATED
adIV L. Wagner of .New
ork.
trains he has been in when visiting
X. V., Oct. li. Walter
Schnectady,
jvance agent for the William A. Brady civilized people.
Johnson, pitching for his
which will apFrom Santa Fe Mr. Sniffen will go
play,
Heady Money,
team against Wic.kware, the star
pear in Santa Fe October Kith, arriv-jtDenver where he will attend the ;of the colored Mohawk (lianls. lost
ed in the city this afternoon.
Mr. 'conference of Indians to be held there the decision in a
game to- Wagner's first stop was at the Klks' jnext week. At this conference only day. I to (1. The game was called on
Home where lie introduced himself. real Indians are admitted as members. account
of darkness. Johnson struck1
He is a member of Iidge No. 1, New while the palp faceR must lake a back out eleven men and
allowed only two
seal i s mere "honorary" members.
jYork City.
hits.
A few months ago.
a mere boy,
NOTES.
SOPHOMORE
jknown as .lack Garrett came to town
LIMITED TO CARRY DENVER
The Sophomores bnye elected the!
ifrom the Capital City and just lived
SLEEPERS TWICE A WEEK
officers
for
fV.llowing
the
here for a spell." A short, time ago he
coming year: j T!)p Pastbound limited, beginning
took charge of the Empress Theater Evelyn McBride,
president: Phyllis todav
cam, driver Bwp9ra from
t; Ruth Saflord.
jot this place, and immediately things Mayne, vice presu
Allf,elps UvicP a wpek jns(P!1(1 of
-treasurer.
began to pick up around that play secretary and
om,p a wppk T,(J WPBt.holIlld Ilm.
There is promise of a good girls itu,i
house.
,.
..,
Yesterday he took another
..ii,, ,,.in i.
step up the ladder when he purchased and boys' basketball team this year. Denver to Los Angeles twice a week,
the Orpheum Theater of this town The girls lire now practicing three; li is
expected that the sleeper service
ajso. He will have charge of all of times a week.
between Denver and Los Angeles will
the shows that come to town. Vaude-- ! The regu.lar meeting of the sympos-vlllbe increased again in December.
acts which were formerly shown lum is postponed until next week on
of examinations.
at the Orpheum as Bert Levey
It will not pay you to waste your
The Sophomores are. very sorry to time
cuit material will me staged at the
writing out your legal forms
Empress in the future. Road shows lose Ralph I.ulz from their class.
can get them already printwhen
Last Friday night the boy "Fresh- ed at you
will be staged there also, if any hap- the New Mexican Printing
the hifih
ipen to stop In town. The opera house men" were initiated into
Company.
'will continue to have the dancing privi school by the other classes.
Last
Mariano
a
floor
and
as
It's
Sena,
usual.
Tuesday
during
good
leges,
of the Santa Fe football
a big enough ball for most oecasions practice
a
and everybody wants to go there. (team, Mas "bucking" the line when he
his
(was accidentally struck, fracturing
Gallup Independent.
" "
"'"
Jesse Nusbaum, of the School of :col'ar bone. We are pleased to learn ""'
American Archaeology, lias returned i1'"' he is doing very nicely now.
The Santa Fe High Schoo,!
ball rtninnnnnAnjuiiJTJxrinnjiuijvnni
from a trip to various pueblos with
played a practice game with the
Mr. Dods of Chicago, and the other jtf'
S. Indian school and the score was
members of Sir. Dods party. Mr.
Nusbaum acted as "guide" and took 0 to 0. The students of Hie high
the Chicagoans over some interesting school were pleased to see Air. Sena
country, going up the Santa Clara can- atul Prof. Wagner so much interested in the game.
It encouraged the play;ers. This Is the first gam" the school;
ihas played since .lacob Safford and;
Rogers Fluke left the school and we
hope to continue the spirit.
KALINE &
The following examinations will be j
held this week:
to 10:30 Latin, n;;
Where Quality fGoverns the Price
Timraday- -s
ir.ng.iisii, 2. iu::.o 10 12 Latin. 4:
and Price the
f

I

w,

.,,.

For quick results,
little "WANT."

WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
IVE GIFT.
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons.
J Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invited
I to look at the skiMed workmen who turn out these beautiful
J pieces of jewelry.
!

FILIGREE JEWELRY

I H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Phone 139.

PROMPT

That

Did You Know

For a small premium we issue a Policy covering your House- -'
hold possessions against Burglary and Loss through Sneak
Thieves and Servants. We also issue policies protecting your
open Mercantile Stock, Contents of Safe, etc.

JOSEPH
Rooms 8

::::

i

.,;

b7Rayward, manager,

and 9, Capital

m

Quality

Physical (leography. 1; Geometry, .1.
Knglish, 1.!
Spanish,
4:

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Denver & Rio Grands R.R.

S co ttish

Rite

Masonic Reunion
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

October

I2th-22-

d,

Elberta

N STATE

HAS IT.

::::

Peaches

FAIR

Are Now

N.

At Their Best

Albuquerque,

SAFE

BLOWERS GET
$2,200 AT HONEY

SELLING DATES:
Prom Farmington to Aztec, N. M., Oct. II, N, 16, 20.
From points Durango to Osier, N. M., Oct. 13, 15, 17,21.
From Antonito to Espanola, N. M., Oct. 14, 16, 18, 22.

ERF" Return limit, October 27th.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

Honey Creek, Iowa, Oct. 6. Safe
blowers secured $2,200 from the
Stockman's Bank here last nlgbt. The
robbery was not discovered till early
Sheriff Lindsey and a posse
today.
from Council Bluffs are in search of j
the cracksmen.

6 TO II, 1913.

Special Excursion Rates
One Fare for the Round Trip from All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque and Return.

S3. 45

From Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

DATES OF SALE, OCT. 4TH TO 11TH.

li

RETURN LIMIT, OCT. 13, 1913

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

V

R. BROWN,

G.F.&P.

El Paso, Texas.

A.,

KANSAS
AND
UTAH TOMATOES
the

i

AH.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Paris, Oct. 6. The French aviator
Peeoud essayed yesterday to loop the
loop in a
aerop.'ane, with a
sand bag weighing about 151) pounds
to represent a passenger, but failed in
the attempt. He rose about 3,000 feet
and dropped lower and faster than on
Will be good color,
his previous flight when
he turned
and free from defects. over.
He managed to right the machine with great difficulty and landed
safely.
.Pegoud said that the machine for
the moment was quite uncontrollable,
This Week-T- he
Best Canning Pear. whether
owing to the extra weight or
because, it was badly balanced, be
did not know.
He declared that he
would try again tomorrow and would
KALINE
H.
GO. find out.

New Corn,

For

Sf

Quality.

&20c

124

THE FIRST LOT OF

HEINZ

Fancy Bartlett Pears

Work for the New Mexican, It i
working for yon, for Santa Fe and
i the new state.

10, I2y2

MINCE MEAT
IS HERE I

Get in while the getting is
good. You know where

Modern Grocery Co.
"TheQualityShop"
Hru

Towns fall of
Studebakens

15c

String Beans and Wax Beans,
& 15c
Extas,

firm

B st

12Jcf

FATAL

S.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

10c,

PER CAN.

This week we will surprise you in the way of
QUALITY

ft
Where Prices ar

All Solid Pack, not
"Puree of Tomatoe"

ATTEMPT TO LOOP THE
LOOP ALMOST

OCTOBER

iiitiitiiiitiiiiiititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinittiiiiiiiiiii

Tomatoes, Corn,
Peas, Wax Beans,
Etc., already in.

CREEK

iu i nn ruiruirutnnmnn n n n n t ruf

1913.

For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of
ONE FARE AND ONE-FIFTfor the round trip from the following
stations:
Farmington, Aztec, N M., Durango, Colo., Antonito, Colo.,
Espanola, N. M., and all directi intermediate stations.

Rolling In

2.
-

City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE," HAYWARD

Algebra,

Friday 9 to 1 0: :H( Latin, 2; Knglish History. .'!. 10:.'10 to 12 Ancient
History. 2: English, 4; Algebra, l.j
1:1." to 3:35
Latin, 1: Spanish, 1;
Geometry, 1. 4 Spanish, 2; Physics,

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

G000S

!1:4" to ::"")

Re-

aHENRY KRICKes

New racK

I S.

STREFT.

THE STAR BARN

CANNED

INSURE WITH HAVWARO AND REST CONTENT.

180.

FACE;

',,

uy For Cash !

VAI
I

210 SAN FRANCISCO

125 Palace Ave.

HAS LOST ART OF VENTILATIGN,
SECRETARY

col

dry goods

lU

We Also Clean

MRS.W.LINDHARDT
RED

FIVE

ORDER YOUR FALL SUIT NOW
"

MUST HAVE

ABOLISHED

mm

Fadolf

Everything in

FRESH AIR

Sunday.

n

3

(C. A.

yon tu the top of the mesa, over to the
foot of the I'uye cliffs and back
The
through San Ildefonso pueblo.
dtscent of Questa hill was thrilling,
W.
of
F.
Justice
Parker the supreme the
35
30
to
per cent and
grade being
court, is in Las Cruees today.
in some places 40 per cent.
Mr. Dods
Mr. and Mrs. H. I.,. Case
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Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Buggies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because he knows it is the best.
Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
with the experience that comes from sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle

and

Whether you live in town or country: whether you want a
work or pleasure vehicle, there's Studebaker to 611 your require-ments.
Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them all.
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
saine high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicles.
See our Dealer or wrile m,
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EARNS NOTHING
And is not as Safely Guarded as in this
Strong Bank where it is absolutely safe

General Manager
Editor

Stauffer

J. Wight Glddlngs

overfany period of years, and easily available when you want it.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx montto, by mall
Weakly, par year

(5.00
12.51
1100

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarter, by oarrler
Weekly, tlx moniha

When you keep your money at home the responsibility for its safety rests
upon you. On the other hand, when you deposit it in this bank you are re
lieved of this responsibility. It is then protected by Capital, Surplus and
Stockholders' Liability amounting to over $400,000, and by the fact that
this bank does business only in accordance with the sound principles of
legitimate banking and is conducted In accordance with the strict banking

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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laws of the United States Government.

Booklet Free on Request
at
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TAKING

the world, but as far as I can see the
man of the west are about as healthy
as those of the east, and it must be
admitted that we are the cigarette
smokers of the country.
It Is sure going some to make the
record of 1,000,000 a month, or 30,000
a day, or just one uranu 01 untunes.
This is not an advertisement for
cigarettes. They evidently have
been well advertised.

NO CHANCES.

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

Fa-tim-a

THE WORK OF THE BOARD

The stale board of equalization has completed its labors and has done
excellent work.
The principle established by the board that we are to have a more complete tax roll and that the pieces of property that have been left off should
he put on, and the order issued to the assessor to do this, gives promise
of a better condition as far as the tax rolls are concerned.
The escaped property, amounting in value to ?1,(9S,145, shows the condition as it has heretofore existed and the action of the board will receive
universal commendation.
That has been revealed which has been long suspected, that we were not
getting the full value that should be received from the properties of the
state and that a new deal would be necessary. This will be remedied by the
order of the board.
Ml this but emphasises the necessity of further legislation on the taxation question, which was one of the points made by Attorney General Clancy
in his forcible and interesting paper at the meeling of the bar association at
Raton recently.
Whether the discoveries made show carelessness or intentional neglect is not at this time discernable, but the necessity of some more rigid regulation is in no way lessened.
It is understood that some of the work of the board will bring to the tax
rolls further returns on property that has been listed at a value far below
what it should be. and that the owners will be compelled to show their
hand so thai when the next lax roll Is made up, the state will be still further
benefitted.
We are just beginning, apparently, to get at the tax situation in this
state and the old and careless methods will no longer be tolerated. We all
of us recall the apparent unwillingness of the last legislature to give anything of real value in the better regulation of the tax collections and the
bill which was passed was but a makeshift and. with all that was claimed
for it. the measure failed utterly to reach the points which are weak and
which needed strenglhening.
It was the evident Intention of the board at Its meeting which has just
adjourned to rectify as fur as possible the wrongs that have been creep-
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpletor.

Large Sample Rooms.

ANNOUNCEMENT

INSURANCE

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

MONTEZUMA BILLIARD

at a Great

Has Engatfed

PARLORS,
Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

MARCUS CATTON,
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who has purchased the Insur
ance Business ot the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, goed protection

European Plan.

WOODY S STAGE LINE

Electric Lights and Baths.

Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
"24 1 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
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Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

Prop'r 1

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connection, Steam Heat,

j

Leaves Barranca on the arrival t
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and gooa
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Emsuik
station.
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters
with a single
shift, light action and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stops. Absolute visibility and handiness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Aak for Catalogue or Agent$ Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

Distributors for New Mexico,
SANTA FE, N. M.

Fire, Life, Accident'
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants,

Etc

Surety Bonds
Of

NEW MEXICO

KM

All Kinds.

LAUGHLIN

building,

STATE FEDERATION

SANTA FE

WOMEN'S

LEESE & LOFTUS

CLUBS,

SANTA FE, N. M.
OCTOBER
th

Dales of Sale, October Sth to 9th
Retorn Limit, Oct. I Jib, 191.
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SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO

ESPANOLA LIVERY

7lh-IOtl- i.

Fate from
One and One-FifAll Points in New Mexico to
Santa Fe and Return.

S. L1TZ, A6T,

INSURANCE

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
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I.
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Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and

CATTON,

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct triose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who catei"
to the pastime.
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$245,000.00.
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service jumps around lively. The
stage driver whips his horses into a
brisk trot, the postmaster dances a jig
ar.d route agent pushes forward and
tf lis the engineer to pull the throttle
open and let her go. iMontoya Republican.
The Difference.
Perhaps it is a fortunate circumstance that economies as practiced by
individuals run in streaks. Have you
ever noticed that a man, having spent
t
15 minutes in saving a
stamp,
will, in the satisfaction
therefrom,
immediately light a ten cent cigar?
la woman it does not take quite this
form, but many a good house wife will
to save a tenth
work in
of a cent's worth of light and will then
spend $25 for a hat that offers no prcv
tection from wind, sun or rain and
keeps her in the house more than
it enables her to go out. Silver City
Independent.

One thing is always evident in this
little old world and that is that the
fellow who hustles for himself and Is
on the lookout is the one who is successful in the long run, and the fellow
who is always waiting for some thing
to turn up is the one who is a.lways
in the fag end of the procession.
It. is growing more and more that
"Whv rinn't vou make that fellow way, ana it requires initiative ana acI don't Bee any jtivity and push to get along in the
pull out a little?
present day hustle.
sense in giving him all the road."
this
Here is one story illustrating
Don't you? Well, that feller's team
was building
thing: A contractor
for th' dynamite factory."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
houses in Boston. A man came to hi in
for work. He had on clothes that
iwere worn and dust coated and the
De Vargas.
THE BYSTANDER
man who was building asked him
J. H Cavanaugh and wife, Liberal,
SEES IT.
where he came from. The answer was Kan.
"From Bunker Hill Monument."
T. E. Brents, Denver.
Then the story came out: "I could
Allan Humphries, St. Joseph, Mo.
to
inot
week's
to
a
afford
wages
give
The System.
H. J. Mendenhall, Artesia.
I
so
my
spent
en
employment bureau,
It would be no matter of exaggeraW. L. Patterson, Albuquerque.
of
Wm. Watson, Albuquerque.
tion to say that about four out of five last quarter in reaching the lop
that
I
Monument.
Bunker Hill
hoped
B. K. Richardson, New York.
housekeepers have at some time In the view of the
surrounding country
II. It. Savage, Wilmington, N. C,
their experience heard from the man would
new
houses
to
where
post me as
V. Keown, St. Louis, Mo.
of the house, "If men had no more
J.
were being erected. And after spotting
Dr. C. Seimer Skaggs, St. Louis, Mo.
system about their business than
I walked
erected
buildings
your
partly
!"
M. F. Kidson, Liberal, Kan.
women have about theirs
here to seek work."
D. D. Wakelee, Fredericks Hall, Va.
Hut when we come to see the sys
The employer has that man work- J. W. Bardon, Albuquerque.
tem of the house when the missus is,fng fm. him yet nnd he ig onfi of tne
R. A. Frost, Albuquerque.
away for a while, then this suggestion best workm(,n. Tt js a sample of the
J. T. Taylor and wife, Kansas City.
o: the head of the house looks funny efrort that it takps sometimes to win
ing in.
M. K. Sniffen, Philadelphia.
and he is shown up in a light that employment and that a little of the
P. L. Hindle, Denver.
ought to close his mouth forever on initiative is necessary,
Mr. and Mrs. Joy E. House, Topeka,
UP TO THE FARMER
the, matter of the system of the home,
Here ls another one: Tt was the
The meat question is getting to be one of the leading propositions of the
If he tries to bach any, and I am; baseball season. An office boy had Kan.
Suime Piuane, Alamogordo.
day and the packers and the farmers are the leading figures in the dis- not in sympathy for the man who succumbed to the call and had gone to
Max F. Yalomtim, New York.
cussion of the steer and the calf, and what will be done with them, and does, there is no more system in the the game. The employer was compel- a
at
Wm. L. Norton, Wellsville, N. Y.
how they can be brought to the consumer's table at a less cost and
way he does things than there Is about led to answer the telephone and do
John H. Cully, Wagon Mound, N. M.
the gyrations of a broken windmill. the other little things usually attendcheaper rate than they are at present.
E. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
The packers say it is the farmer and the farmer says it is the packer, The house looks like the wagon shed ed to by the boy. The boss was disP. E. Samuelson, Chicago.
and the consumer does not know. All he is sure of is the fact that he is after a cyclone and dirty as the streets tracted and at just the right moment
,
H. E. Gales, Phoeau, N. M.
of Santa Fe just before the woman's a little bootblack came into the
getting the worst of it and is the one who pays the bill.
C. N. Cotton, Gallup.
According to the packers themselves, as they expressed it at the gather- club and the chamber of commerce fice.
C. D. Dedmau, Gauado, Ariz.
The boss turned In his chair. "How
ing in St. Louis the other evening, porterhouse steak is going to be. a dollar took hold of the cleaning of the city.
Tom S. Davidson, Denver.
a pound by the time winter sets in, and then we are to begtn to degenerate Tllere ls anotnei. phase of it, too.
would yon like to work here?" he ask
T. C. Tillotson, Roswell.
into an anaemic race and lose all our vitality and red bloodedness.
Sometmieg wlien we look ai)0llt usied suddenly, looking the youngster
P. Pinon, El Paso.
century vhen some pubnc improvement is go- - over. For answer the boy looked out
This is the way CSustav Bischoff tells about it: "The twenty-firs- t
Montezuma.
American will be an anaemic creature, nourished by rice and vegetables, ing 0n and view the work of the men fie window, saw that there was
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
and as lacking in initiative as a lower caste Chinaman. This is thejnluJ now thpy do it tne system busybody below, and sent the blacking box
H. L. Case and wife, San Francisco.
transformation that will be wrought when the present supply of rich, red ness gets very amusjng, The system and " contents hurtling down to the
A. R. Heslop, El Paso.
off Milk street.
"What do you
of keeping the streets in repair for
beef is completely exhausted."
S, B. Weiss, New York.
Then Air. Bischoff goes on to say that the American farmer must be edu- slance, and the manner of conducting want done?" he asked, and everything
settled.
J. Duncan, Kansas City.
cated to the necessity of raising more beef cattle. That, it is supposed. puulIc business would give the aver-va- s
The are both Instances of the A. R. Macdonnell, Socorro.
so that the packer mav have more beef cattle to sell, or he will be compelled,
,,Re housekeeper a chance to get back
H. I. Hogue and wife, Denver.
would the poor llt the m(m who thinks all the system value ot beinS ready and willing to
by the Jack of goods, to go out or business, and then what
take advantage of a situation and pre- Frank
Cotton, Denver.
in
in
is
own.
world
his
the
the
do
without
up
wrapped
packers?
people
Ellas Speare, Albuquerque.
Tnis gyBtem ot keeping house is not fared t0 o to work when the work
We are not entirely without hope, however, as one, M. A. Taylor, who is
Inls
In
two
these
Presented.
little
Henry Meyer, Chamita.
the vice president of the National Stock Yards Bank at East St. Louis, gives so easv a8 it loosk and lhe man flnd3
8 a
tl,e
D. B. Simon, Denver.
it out when he takes a hand in the 8tncf the
ns the encouraging news that there is a "way out."
,effn
a
and it would not be
bad
.1. Martinez, Park View.
The way is not disclosed as yet, but it may he that we are to be led into galie- j ,hlnk the average man doesf today
for him to paste them in his ha,
Mrs. Mary Quickel, Albuquerque.
it by the means of the new tariff and that we will be fed on the beef that not qulte realize tne work a woman plan
,00k at them once In a while.
Mrs. C. S, Quickel, Albuquerque.
will come to us from Argentina and Australia, unless the farmers of the ,joes to kecp the home in the coudi-anMrs. E. J. Dunn, Albuquerque.
United States rouse themselves and go into tne Dusiness oi siock id.tmis tion In which he finds It when he
Mrs. J. R. White, Albuquerque.
comes home at night and sees things ANONC THE EDITORS.
with more enthusiasm and energy.
Mr. J. R. White, Albuquerque.
conall in their proper place and the house
So maybe we will be saved from the horror of being brought to a
Mary Louise White, Albuquerque.
ir. oraer.
dition of being anaemics and things like that.
Fangless Wolves.
Mr. C. S. Quickel, Albuquerque.
I did not know there was so much
It would be tough to be compelled to diet on rice and be like the ChinaThe proverbial wolf at the door is
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Martin,
man and get slothful and inactive and all that sort of thing, and have no rich, dust in the world as gathers in a respectfully referred to Mr. Luther
house when a fellow's wife is away, Euibank.
red beef to feed on.
Will the wizard of San
Mr. and Mrs. E. Ci. Stout Versailles.
To save us from that is the duty of the American farmer at our present and the stuff just rolls up in little ta Rosa kindly convert Hon. Wolf kv
wads and lays all over the floor and and all his tribe into the fangless
extremity.
C. Christman, Gallup.
o
I do not see where it comeB from, as
type! Gloomy Ous in Alamogordo
L. A. Myer. Gallup.
a man does not make any. He does News.
C. L. Day, Gallup.
IT TIME
not stay in the house long enough.
,
Here, Too.
Paul Johnson, Gallup.
You remember, of course, that Triangle shirtwaist factory fire in
to
we
If
I
we
will
think
stop
guess
These nice wet, rainy, mushy days
Miss Ella Dicks, New Orleans.
two and a half years ago, in which 147 girls were burned to death? have to admit that the housekeeper
are merely another
for
argument
Geo. Holman, Silver City.
passageways, lack of fire escapes. has
Burned because of locked exits, waste-pilea system, after all.
quite
street paving. They are also an ob'
Jack Manning, Gallup.
Burned by greed putting property above life.
A Few Smokes.
tried
ject lesson that street crossings
Mary Henny, Gallup.
Perhaps, you also remember how some folks, wanting an example, failed.
is a brand of cigarettes cal- should not be
There
placed in a hollow so
L. C. Leonard, Endicott.
to get the owner of the factory punished for manslaughter and
led "Fatima." They are sold in this that all the mud and water is
doubt.
placed
of
J.
every
Eugene Brown and wife, Las
Failed because the law gives property the benefit
well
as
as
if
and
city
elsewhere,
they
will do the most good. Rosy-- Vegas.
Those 147 girl victims of business brutishness to this day have not been are as popular in other places as here, where it
Record.
W. H. Brown and wife. Santa Fe.
would make a bad matter better. But, surely,
avenend Not that veneeance
do not see how the manufacturers
.
till1
f mmiatimonl
.;
Take 'Em Along.
J.l..i
Mr. and Mrs. C. White, Denver.
"
'"
some
De
should
there
with
adequate
In fact
the
you'd think,
up
jkeep
procession.
receivThe
horticultural
committee
H. N. Greene, Los Angeles.
the employer who is so keen for the dollar as to be callous to the welfare
as ) (g a)mogt ,m
,b,e
a
ed
a
this
to
reserve
week
in al(o
request
Arthur Taylor, Milwaukee.
of those whose toil make him rich. You'd hardly epect government
a Fa(ima., clgarette ln the
prominent place for a well known dry
w. townbuygQ they
Adella A. Roscow, Albuquerque.
civilized land to be without power to lay on b.ilii a umu ...c .uu
gay
as he had some exhibits of the
i
R. J. Moran, Albuquerque.
rection until he and his kind would at least learn noi iu itp
I was led to think of this when I farmer,
to make, and added, In his re
Wm. D. Barry, Hachita.
was told that the manufacturers wrote soil
fense.
W. W. Van Winkler, Rogers.
Even though the law let him slip through its fingers, you d Imagine, to a dealer here telling of the sale of quest: "The encouragement of the
of these products will do more
Monroe Homa, Portales.
wouldn't you, that an experience like roasting 147 helpless girls to death this popular brand in this city alone. giowth
J. F. Heath, Portales.
Last month there were 50,000 pack- good than all the baseball games and
would next time suggest caution?
on the earth." The space will
L. Heath, Portales.
Then if you didn't see that sequel dispatch which the wires carried the ages of this brand sold in Santa Fe. dances
be reserved by the committee with
A. Heath. Portales.
That is to saj", 1.0P0.O0O cigarettes,
other dav, or if you did, peruse this: :
Cairiioio News.
Walter TiMon, Deming.
Atov .Ri,,rk tnilav was fined J20 for locking the three exits of his fac and that is to say 30,000 a day. I have pleasure.
Is It?
In Imposing the mini-jthRev. P. Plantain, Chaperito.
are
150
employed.
where
have
79
girls
not?
avenue,
Fifth
,t
flgured
fajr.
right
j
tory,
Is
not
of
it
the
the
United
destiny
Rosa Olarion, Chaperito.
mum penalty. Justice Russell offered BlancK tne aiiernauve u. uve ua..o ...., 8taggers one when you come to
to
beStates
all
a j see the
the territory
Felix Garcia, Chaperito.
the pen. He smiled, pulled out a Toll' as thick as his arm, peeieo on
figures and it seems as if I tween our acquire
Isidro Tofoya, Chaperito.
present southern boundary
must be wrong in them. That is sure
bill and walked out" the same man who ran the Triangle factory. .
line and the Panama canal zone? The
do with chaps of that a few
cigarettes, and when one comes
Honestly, now, man to man, what are you going to
The law? Well, you see how the law works the kind of Jaw. at any to think of the number of those that trend of events indicate this. Our CANCELLED STAMPS BUY BABIES.
type'"under
ban Francisco, Cal. Oct. 6. AH canwhich we've' been letting labor suffer. Moral suasion? As well are rolled by the smoker himself and southern neighbors while apparently
rtp
preaching of the beatitudes? T'iethe number of other brands that are hostile to our country, have displayed celled postage stamps which reach
try moral suasion on a hog. Perfumed
used it fairly takes one breath to think but little ability to keep up with the the office of Mayor Rolph, of San
nh.nrc are he never hears It and if tohe did he wouldn't understand.
suggest violence, the rough but ready of the number of the little smokes march of progress, and as their coun- Francisco, are turned over to the
We suppose it's horribly wrong
try is developed by foreigners, the de- Sacred Heart School here and from
nnrse of vieilante justice. Yet can you view prolonged injustice perpe that are consumed here daily.
red? Isn't there someThere is nothing in this of any par-- mand for stable government with there they are sent to missionaries in
trated under forms of law without sometimes seeing smite
the whole abomin- ticular moment that I know of only a guarantee of safety of life and safety the interior of China who can hnv s
you yearn to smite it,
thing within you which makes
the judges that serve it?
and
matter of interest, as there is no es-- ot property investments will increase baby for every 1,500 stamps. The
laws
the
both
recall
And
able system?
isn't
sermon in it that would do any to such an extent that the country will Chinese extract the dyes from the
and
by
Barnes,
government
pecial
Tammany
by
government
As between
one were disposed to preach practically be forced upon the United stamps and use It for coloring pottery.
if
new
good,
a
to
party?
York
try
it time for New
Aoout 2,tKH) cancelled stamps have
it, as you might just as well go out States. Raton Reporter.
been sent to China from Mayor's
In Haste.
which can be seen through and tell the wind to stop blowing as to
It is said that a substance has been discvered
Persons wishing letters to go
it for the slit skirt the next suggest to the people of the west that
more clearly than glass. They will be using
there is evil in the habit of smoking tl rough the mall In a hurry should
know.
we
thing
write "in haste" on the lower
cigarettes.
a
There has been lots said on it and it left hand corner of the envelope. Then
oft the coming election, but he
Huerta has promised to keep his hands
may be the most injurious thing ln everybody connected with the postal
his
gun.
about
not
say anything
did
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GOOD TEAMS
AT ALL TIMES

Teams to the Cliff Dwellings at Reasonable Prices
Phone Livery, Espanola, N. M.
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beets. In like manner, Mr. Berntsen
is raising tahle vegetables and selling
us fast as he can deliver them.
Alaniogordo

NEWS OF THE STATE

Ipiaotices would be dealt with rigor
aunly, to the end that the adininistra-thetlon of justice in this county be treed
from the suspicion of any such inter
.
ference.
Estancia
News-Herald-
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Good To
the Last
lice

Auto Stuck in Quicksand.
The Judge Was Severe.
Dry Farm Turnip.
Manned Sanchez, Sr., and Jr., were
of
In
May Be A Diamond Mine.
Robiusou
to
R.
B.
ford
Bear
old
attempting
Creek,
Our
friend,
under arrest Thursday evenK. L. Pitts, a
pluced
some
is
that
this
a
sent
side
of
jeweler of iiaton, was
the Gila river, just after a
Bontto,
up turnip
ing of last week charged with propos in town the first of the week display- 14
turnip. It weighed, when pullPd,
flood, one of C. V. Marriott's Mogollon
ing to two of the defendants In the j liic
number of diamonds of various
pounds, though it has now shrunk autos was
caught In quicksand last Mountainalr case to fix the jury for a sjZes, which lie took from a mineral
some. It goes to prove what we have
cIaim he has Ioeated in Mora county.
contended all along put water on week. Once the machine stopped it be- - consideration.
They were arraigned Friday morn- - Ai least the stones displayed look like
Lincoln county soil and anything can gan to sink in the sand, and it looked
for a time as if it would disappear big and the elder Sanchez was dis-- ! diamonds and Mr. Pitts says he
be grown. Carrizozo News.
it appearing that there wasllieves they are diamonds, as they will
from sight. , However, a block and
Persian Stock.
tackle was finally secured and the nia- - no evidence to show that he knew any- - stand every test known to the trade.
Edtmrdo M. Otero, manager of the Ichine brought safely to solid ground. thing about it, and he claimed lhat the
The clain)i whicn l8 on tle fomjt re.
first he knew of the affair was when serve 11 miles
Silver City Independent.
I.una sheep interests has some Perwest of Mora, was lo
the warrant was served on him.
sian lambs which he will exhibit at
cated by Mr. Pitts, C. W. Simiock, also
the fair. The Jambs are a cross beOnly a Beet.
Manuel
admitted
Young
having of Raton and C. If. Miller, deputy
tween a Karakule buck imported from John Berntsen has on exhibition in talked to the men about, such a propo- county surveyor of Mora county. .Mr.
Persia and a Lincoln ewe. The skin A. F. Mengers office a beet which Isition, and entered a plea of guilty, Pitts says that years ago, how many
ct the Persian lamb, taken immediate- weighs 52 pounds, or, with the topi asking "le mercy of the court,
no one can guess, a meteor, about the
ly after the birth of the lamb is worth leaves cut away, it nets 40 pounds. It j The charge was contempt of court, size of the bank building, full to the
is
a
to
$!)
from
$25 and is regarded as one
mangelwurzel, or stock beet, and land the iudire in nronoimetne sen- - earth and was buried in the hillside
of the most fashionable furs of the it must be maintained that it is some fence of one
year in jail stated that which marks the center of his claim.
beet, Mr. Berntsen planted the seed he would have made it two years if It was finding the fragments of
day. Las I'ruees Republican.
from which this whopper grew last the defendant had not entered a plea meteoric rock and
Hurt In Round Up.
noticing the break
So, growing from a seed to a of guilty.
Hie judge gave him a In the hill tliat lead the discoverer to
V. J April.
Mac, sou of Mr. and Mrs.
in five 111011"s must be severe scoring, stating that there bad believe that diamonds could be found.
beet
!4U'po""d
Wilkinson, met with a painful and
iulte serious accident yesterday after h'vjwi jiuniinr umt tiie son in mis been talk of this sort of thing in the! At the prescnt time
ppr ceut of
roon. While riding his pony, round- country can be farmed successfully. county, but this was the first ease nll the diamonds produced in the
After
his
co
carefully
conmeasuring
ground
ning uimer nis nonce; mat he
W0I.,(1 come from South Af,.ica alld
ing up a herd of cattle, a few miles and
carefully weighing his beets, Mr. siuera n. one or ine mosr serious the billion dollars worth of
west of town, a steer became enraggems
Berntsen
a
esconservative
atplaces
crime that could be committed to
ed and attacked the lad. goring his
of the
timate of afl.OOO pounds of beets to tempt to interfere with the course of known in the world, one-thirleft left, tearing some of the leaders
is
in
amount
if
So
America.
Mr.
Pitts
the acre a little matter
of two and justice in this manner; that he want
loose. The little boy will be laid up
iand his associates have really found a
a half tons from a single acre. You ed it
distinctly understood that such diamond mine the chances for a home
for several weeks with a bad leg.
don't need many acres of such soil to offenses would not be condoned and
Roswell Record.
market is very good.
dig a living out of.
And this is onlv thfll Jill mirsnna rWitnftnrl
In
t,,,li
Very few diamonds are found in the
United States, and no place are they
.
mined profitably. Now and then one
-'
""SSBMBBBJBSBSB"-is found in Nevada or California by
gold washers, and a few have been
fcund in Michigan and the Adlron(lacks but nowhere in this, country
have they been found in quantities.
Hie total production in lftin was only
ii.u.
in ihe mine d.scovered by Mr. Calumet
pastry is Ood to
I ittR the Reins are found mixed with
AlwR's
the scattered meteoric rock, and can Jo"k at P'"1 to f,lt
lie washed out as a sold miner washes ljf.'". fluffy, tender ami whclc-o- ut
Sonic. Calumi't is the one hiking
gold.
is
-"d
P"Mll,T
, !,,. HI.
We
moderate in price,
.Mr. Pitts, "but we have gems of some:
RECEIVED
HIGHEST AWARDS
kind, and our fortunes are made.
World' Pure Food Exposition. CbicifO, ID.
M
Topaz as white and pure as these have
ft EipMiUoo. franco. Muck, ItU
a large value, so what ever it is, it is j
worth money.
We are going to go
back there and get the gems out."
Mr. Pitts went to Raton Tuesday
v here he will remain until after the
fair, when he will return to his mine
with machinery to properly work it.
He has sent specimeus of the stones
to the Smithsonian Institute at Wash-- j
He expects a report on his
I'igton.
f.nd before the end of the week, and
then he will know "where he is at."
Maxwell Mail.

GRAND

Mist
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and women who will

voluntarily submit' to an
experiment which may

'OUNC POLICEMAN
LOSES HIS STAR

l'Olt HUNT Three or six room
Ap-plhouse, furnished or unfurnished.
I), s. I.owitzki, Tin San Francisco.

Rues

Re-Uni-

FOIl SALE A Virlor Victrola and
good selection of records, practically
new, cheap if lukcn at once. Inquire
Il."t Saul a Fiaviui'.

SANTA FE, N. M.,

October 5th to 25th
1

WANTKD
Middle agd couple to
work.
Wife lo cook in small camp:
husband to act as watchman and do
ihorcs. Americans only need apply.
For further information address T. S,,
care New Mexican.

One and One. Fifth Fare
for the Round Trip from
all points in New Mexico
to Santa Fe and Return.

acter must file objection with
this
office, on or before October ITi,
FRANCISCO DELCADO.

DATES OF SALE:

October 12th to 22nd.

Register.

RETUkN LIMIT:
October 27th, 1913.

In the Probate Court. Comity of Sanla
Fe, State of New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Kliza-lietP. McCucn. Deceased.
U.S. LUTZ.Ajrl., SANTA FE.N.M.
NOTICE.
To Whom It May Concern:
j
Please take notice, thai the undersigned, having tiled his final account
FRATERNAL
of his actions as such executor, in the
above entitled inatler, as required by
MASONIC.
law. that the lird day of November, A.
Montezuma Lodge 11.
Uin, has been appointed as the dav
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
for the hearing of objections to said
Regular communl final account, and tile settlement
cation flrit Monday
of each month at
.10HN 11. WALKER.
ai
Matonlc HaJl
Executor.
7:30.
October (1. A. 1). 1M:..
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
LIN KEY, Secretary.
CHA3.

SOCIETIES

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Witli

Perfectly healthy men

LODGE

MEETING

Wften Made

Wanted !

WANTS

fHTl MASONIC

Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
secone
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
Santa

M

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1- 8
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIB,
H. I'.
SELIOMAN.

ARTHUR

Socretary.

Chat. H. Eaaley,
'e Commander? Chat. F. Easley,
EASLtY &
jLP.y,
Regular
aw.
Attorneya-a- t
conclave fourth Mon
Practice In the Courta and cefor
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 Land Department.
Land granti and tltls examine.
p. m.
WESLEY O, CONNER, JH E. U Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eau-E- .
GRIFFIN. Recorder.
cia, N. H.
Santa

M'f&'rl

No.

t

1, K. T.

j

!W m
i

Santa Fc Lodge of PerQ. W. PRICHARD,
fection No. 1, 14th de- and Counselior-at-Law- .
Attorney
Acgree. Ancient and
Practices in all the District Courta
cepted Scottish Rite of and gives special attention to caaea
Free Masonry meets on before the Stale
Supreme Court.
the third Monday of each month at Office:
Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7:30 o'clock in the evening In the New
Cathedral
Scottish Rite;
Visiting
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
.Masons are cordially invited to attend.
Dentist.
i

-

E. C. ABBOTT,

CHAS.

A.

'

32,

Venerable Master
WHEELON, Secy.

Kansas City. Oct. (i. The boy was
'ears old. He chestily patrolled disP. O. E.
It bore the
cing a police star.
Santa Fe LidgeNo
rds "Police Department
of
the
It was one of the kind report-wor460, B. P. O. B.
iss."
bolda Its regulat
years ago. When he was a
teaslor. on the secr old a neighbor, who is a newsand
fourth
ond
ier man, had given it to him. It
Wednesday ef eact
the joy of his young life.
ljjgj$
don't tare monry vrhtn yon buy cheap or big au
month. VI i 1 Inii
t policeman on an Olive Street heat I baking powder.
Don't tie mitlfd. iiuy Cklnnift. It' I
brothers are InvK
r the
economical - rat. re
sivej best retolU. I
bright flash of what looked 1 more
I
ed and welcome.
e a policeman's star. He walked i Calumet it far superior Ut tour milk and fiod.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
ser and saw a child wearing a star
Exalted Ruler,
War to his own. with the excep
midity was 70 per cent.
C. H. WILSON
a of the words:
"Department of the
S
a. m. today
at
The
Secretary
Here was a chance to be a was 40 temperature
Press."
in Santa Fe. In other cities it!
Isleuth.
was as follows:
Fe
Santa
camp
"How old are you, boy?" the police-'maAmarillo, 52; Bismarck, 40; Boise,
13514, M. W. A
asked.
32; Cheyenne, 20; Dodge City, SO;
meets aecond Tues"Four years old," the child reported.
32; Flagstaff, 22; Cirand Junceach month, soday
the
"Four years old," said
copper, tion, 34; Helena, 22; Kansas City, (U;
cial meeting third
"and impersonating a policeman? He's
Lander, 22; Los Angeles, 54; Alodena,
Tuesday at Fire
sure going some."
man's Hall, Visit
20; Oklahoma, TO; Phoenix, 4S; Port"Just think what that boy could do land,
38;
4S; Pueblo, 48; Rapid City,
Ing neighbors welcome.
with that star," he continued. "He
Roswell, 61; Salt Lake,
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
his Roseburg, 44;
arrest
might Indiscriminately
34; San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 40; A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
neighbors, or perhaps even slug some- - Tonopah, 28; Williston, 28; Winne-mbody."
F. W, FARMER
'
ca, 20.
Then he took the star from the boy
Homeatead No.
Local Data.
and turned a deaf ear to the child's
2879, Brother
Highest temperature this date last
'wailing. But Mr. Policeman's work
hood of Ameri42.
Iwent for naught. Mr. Reynolds, po- year,
can Yoemen.
lowest temperature this date last
lice commissioner, was touched by
42.
Meets aecond
ithe story. The little fellow again year,
and fourth
Extreme this date, 41 years' record
same
star.
the
proudly displays
of the
highest, 75 in 1878.
month at the
Extreme this date, 41 years' record,
Fireman's Hall.
WAS A JOKE ONLY
lowest, 30 in 1891.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca.
Forecast.
FOR BRIEF SPELL For Santa Fe and vicinity: GenerCor. Sec. David Gonzalea.
ally fair and colder tonight, probably TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTt
Santa Fe Lodge
Knasas City, Oct. 6. Mrs. May Sei- killing frost; Tuesday fair.
No. 2, Knlghta of
ner, 2S years old, was arrested at her
For New Mexico:
Tonight fair
meets
rooms, after she had visited a saloon and colder, frost in north and east
Pythias
every Second and
on independence Avenue, attired in a portions;
Tuesday fair, cooler In
Fourth Friday of
natty blue suit, a white shirt and a southeast portion.
the month at 8
black derby hat.
An area of low barometer is central
o'clock p. m.
In the matron's room at police head- over western Kansas and southeast
Meeting In K.
quarters last night Mrs. Seiner had Colorado this morning, and relatively
of P. Hall over
recovered from her experience and!iw
pvtends thence south
Kaune's store.
told her story.
west to Arizona and northward to the
"It was a dare," she began. I know I'akotas. To the west higher baromAll visiting
I shouldn't have taken the dare, but I eter is
KnightB are moat
general. Much cloudiness and
took It. Now I'm sorry, but I guess rain or snow are reported from the
cordially invited.
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
it's to late and I will have to suffer plains region, the Rockies and the
REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.
the consequences. They had been northwest, with low temperatures In
masquerading at the house for fun Unnlona nnulliprn lriflhn. north find
w
and so I tried on the clothes too. west Colorado,
I'tah, Nevada and r" '
Its regular
NoThen I started out for the saloon.
Arizona.
The eastward drift of the! Lodge No. 259, holds
..
body would have known It if it had not
i,m,tH
thi. OBe. meeting on the first Thursday of eack
Fireman's hall at 7:80 p. m
been for the hat. It was too big. A Hon
generally fair and colder weather'
brothers are Invited and wel
crowd followed and it was like a
Vistting
frost
with
probably killing
tonight,
come.
circus.
generally fair weather.
BENITO ALARID, President
'I went into the saloon and bought Tuesday
a drink over the bar," she continued.
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Then to carry out the dare I sat down county, as.
ODD FELLOWS,
at the
table awhile and crossed my
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
'
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
feet.
is senior partne. or the firm of F. J.
Santa Fe Lodgt
"I got back home again had taken Cheney & Co., doing business in the
meets
regularly
off the men's clothing and was just City of Toledt
bounty and State
8 o'clock
buttoning my waist when an officer aforesaid, ano mat said Arm will pay every Thnrsdny evening at
Hull.
Odd
Fellows
Visiting broth
came.
DOL- In
I thought it was going to be the sum of ONE HUNDRED
a joke, but I'm afraid now I've dis- LARS for each and every case of Ca- era always wel&me.
graced the folks at Paris."
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Mrs. Seiner Is a widow. She came ot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
here two weeks ago from Paris, Mo.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Department of the Interior, U. S
She will have to appear in the North
n..:Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept
Side Municipal Court this morning on in mv "'Dresence. this
day of
9, 1913.
a charge of vagrancy.
ccmber, A. D. 1880.
Notice Is hereby given that Harold
A.
GLEASON,
V.
(Seal.)
H. Brook, of Buck man, N. M, who, on
Public.
Notary
Sept. 9, 1913, made Additional Home-'stoaHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
Rntrv. net Anril 28. 1901. No.
blood
the
;01M53i for N, j.2 se
NE
ally and acts directly upon
mucous surfaces of the system.,.,
15 TownshiD 19 v Range 6 E
The range of temperature yester
x. m. P. Meridian, Act June 11, 1906,
day was 30 to 03 degrees and the aver Send for testimonials, free.
Ohio.
Lifst
Jemez National Forest,
age relative humidity was 54 per cent. F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
It was a clear pleasant day. On Sathereby gives notice that all persons
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-- j claiming the land adversely or
urday the temperature ranged from 39
to 59 and the average relative hu- ijg to show It to be mineral In char-

Ov.

Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Roomi l, 2 and t.

Phone Red 6.
Office Hour! 8 a. m. to
And by Appointment.

....

m.
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Superb
Chocolates

I

1

'

'

n

Would You
Apply fo the Job ?
Thousands are trying the experiment every day in spite of the fact that phy.
sicians and government experts ha veO proven.
That the average cup of coffee contains about 2 grs.
of caffeine ;
That caffeine is attributed to be one of the principal
causes of headache, biliousness, heart disease, indigestion
and kidney, liver and bowel trouble ;
That caffeine in doses as small as that contained in two
average cups of coffee has killed rabbits, guinea pigs and
other animals at the laboratories of the Gov't in Washington and elsewhere.

Mon-day-

tell-tal-

rUJS)

OJIVJ

made of prime wheat and the juice of aouthern sugarcane, makes a rich,
This pure
n
when cream Is added, which tastes much like real Oriental
blend turning to
Java but Is absolutely free from the coffee drug, "caffeine."
seal-brow- n

golden-brow-

Postum comes in two forms. One, called Regular Post urn, must be boiled full
The other Instant Postun, is in powder form and a level teaspoonful
the beverage INSTANTLY. Grocers keep both kinds.

" There's a Reason " for

In

15

s

seem

just ordinary after you once
try gfe&af They are just
as pure and wholesome as they

are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
will
unconsciously
people
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc. up.

......... ..........

To be sure a guinea pig or a rabbit may weigh but a pound or two, while
the average human may weigh 100 times as much.
A few cups of coffee or a single cup, (according to the resistance of the
individual ) will not kill, but the poison is there and can be added to day by day.
That is why so many coffee drinkers suffer from headache, dizziness, indigestion and other symptoms referable to the poison effect on heart, liver,Jnerves,
kidneys and stomach.
If you know coffee has no bad effect on you particular case and you like
e
it, why, bless your heart, stick to it, but if coffee drinkiog leaves its
mark by sympioms of physical discomfort or peace of mind, it's a good idea to
stop and use.

JL

ill

All other chocolates

minutes.

a cup of hot water makes

POSTUM

,,o.

;;

THE WEATHER

4

Sec-an-

deslr-Btipatio-

A.

S. F.
I,TIME& TABLE

To Effective

January

R'Y

1st, 191

J.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eaitbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovla and Vecoa Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3 carries passengers

m.

Leave Santa Fa 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 weatbeund 'ar-ryln- g
El Paso sleeper, alsb No.
4 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fs 1:35

p--

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Ft If: 30
a. m.

Call "Central" for Train
Reports.

PAGE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

EIGHT

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS

MONDAY,

LOCAL ITEMS.

OFFICIAL.

William H. Pope presiding;
U. S.
A. H. Hudspeth, U. S. At
torney Summers Burkhart, Assistant
!lT. S. Attorney E. C. Wade, Clerk Har-- '
ry F. Lee, present.
The prnnri tiirv
amnn..Aii i
with nineteen jurors. C. M. Cotton, of
Gallup, was appointed foreman. Clement Hightower was appointed inter-prefer for the court and jury ; H. S.
i.Marsnai

OCTOBER

6,

1913.

lElegant Line

Electrical Automobile supplies and
IN THE LATEST SHAPES
TO
batteries, Gnagey aud Ervien.
PaI
VaIimi
n
R.flv.r
Dlxcl,
Killing Frost Tonight The weather
bureau this afternoon issued a warnVelvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
BY ing that all indications point to freezUPHELD
BE
GREATLY
together with a most beautiful
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
ing temperatures and a killing frost
,ine of noveltieS in Ribbons,
tonight. Orchardists and horticultur
Ostrich Feath- Bands, Fancy
ists will lake warning.
at
are
shown
ers,
Etc.,
REDUCED
jGenoveba Sandoval and Severiano
Break up colds remarkably quick,
bailiffs.
Cure la grippe, headache, and neural- ,
'rwiL-'t- !..
(.!..
f'.lH T.il.U.tu
l.v
Suits Filed.
B ItSI CASE tKUM UHAVtb UUUNIT today, Zook's Pharmacy, Inc., succeed-f- NEW TARIFF AGREED UPON BETWEEN
Beryl Eidson, through his guardian
ing Fischer Drug Co.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
rr
np
imn
p.
Our
Service
CORPORATION COMMISSION AND "ad litem," Bennett, C. Eidson, filed
UtUIUtU
Try
Ift rfiVUK Uf uIAIt; to Loan $600 on improved city
Fuel
Buit against the
LICENSE ON AUTOMOBILES
REPRESENTATIVES
OF THE EXcompany of Gallup for $6,000 damages, the police. A verdict that Jones'
to have been done to his left
A
&
TAXATION-LOWDOUBLE
NOT
PRESS COMPANIES LAST SATUR- alleged
death was caused by heart failure folA;
No- hand when caught in a cable down
V ClUl'K
iu- llWVl ill UclUmU lid tt.1
lowing a blow from the crank of an
one
mines.
of
the
coal
COURT REVERSED.
DAY.
night. There will also be a speeia
automobile was returned at the inSuit was filed by Edward H. Ziehme, quest.
meeting at C p. m. tomorrow, Tues
vs. Ellis R. Omer and Sidney I.
day, followed by a supper.
Visiting
The police chief says it is barely
TAX THE AUTO AND
over some notes.
Masons will be welcome.
REDUCTIONS RANGE FROM
possible the man was murdered. He
Furnished Room, 101 DeVargas St.,
have considerable
was known to
PRIVILEGE OF RIDING IN IT Phone lr.GW. Mrs. T. Willison.
25 TO 60 PERCENi NEW PRESIDENT
money and was a free spender.
Bread and
Cream
The
the famous Denver Bread for sale at
OF THE CHINESE
Story Not Believed.
An important decision was handed Kaune's
"c straight.
Made
In New Mexico will
Grocery,
rates
Express
REPUBLIC NAMED Walkerville, Ont., Oct. 6 A. B.
down by the supreme court today in at Pioneer
Bakery,
be revolutionized when the new rates
a test case instituted In Rosnell to deGriffith, the local chief of police, does
Oil.
Ever try
Get
Olive
good
on Saturday afternoon at the
termine whether automobilists must Squibbs? Fine. You pay a trifle more decided
Peking. China, Oct. 6 Yuan Shi rot believe Harry Spencer s statement
corstate
conference
the
between
pay the state license as well as the than for an olive oil you know nothelected president of the that one of Spencer's murders occurKai was
poration commission and the officials Chinese today
regular tax on automobiles. The con-- I ing about, but Isn't your health worth ot
for a term of five red in this city. "There has not been
republic
into
ef
the
go
express companies
tention in the case was that it was it? Zook's
s a woman killed here in 20 years," said
He received the necessary
years.
inc.,
succeeding
Pharmacy
will
be
state
in
Not
rate
the
a
fect.
1. Does it satisfy you? The appearance and good taste of
double taxation, and the district court Fischer
the chief.
united
of
vote
houses
of
the
Co.
Drug
new
in
while
under
the
full accord with the other furnishing! of
raised
the futures should be
tariff,
held for the plaintiff. However the
on
third
balolt.
You Should Worry If you hoard most of them will be
the
parliament
home.
re
your
reduced, the
state appealed and the opinion today
money at home. Relieve your duction ranging from 25 to fit) per
Of the 850 members of the house of
2. Would it receive the approving glance of your friends
reverses the lower court, and de-- ; your
mind and place it in the First National cent.
and guests? The bathroom is an index of your regard for appearrepresentatives and senate, 759 were
be
must
license
state
the
that
cides
bank where its safety is guaranteed
ances but more than that of your regard for cleanliness.
X. K. Lockwood, traffic
manager in attendance. On the final ballot,
paid. The gist of the opinion is con- and where you can get it on a moJ
3. Is it free from annoyances
j
Yuan Shi Kai received 507 votes,
is
"There
sentence:
in
this
for
the
taincd
Wells,
Fargo Express comof all kinds; no odors, no leaks, no
meut's notice. See logical message in
of San Francisco, and holding only one more than the necessary
no constitutional objection to the levy
pany
fixtures inconveniently placed?
notice
their
today.
IjI Yuen Heng,
provisional
of attorney for the Adams and
of a license tax for the privilege of
If you cannot say Yes to these 1
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND power
received 179 votes. The
the t'niled States Express companies,
carrying on a particular business and BE SURE.
questions take up the matter with us
for
at the same time a tax on the proper
was the spokesman for the carriers, other ballots were scattered among
aud we wil1 furnish estimates on satisdid not cause it, Sparks
The
tariff
Li
20
it
Yuen
candidates.
minor
is
in
business."
fixtures
Heng,
the
and he submitted a schedule of rates,
responsity employed
cheapness
factory, creditable, convenient
did it. He is the man that brought
of 'Standard" make installed with
,
that he
cover- was declared, had asserted
and
both
The opinion is by Justice R. H. Man- the
ble
for
but
inferior
to Santa Fe and will
tailoring,
lights
cheap
would
not
the
nomination.
take
thorough honest workmanship.
in the state.
ila, the other members of the court always lead the procession. Have you ing every express office
The announcement of the result
who
order
from
customers
new schedule is based on the reThe
concurring. It is as follows:
seen the big reduction on page eight
Tito
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